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In the Netherlands, some children enter school with highly developed emergent literacy 
skills whereas others do not (Roeleveld, Driessen, Ledoux, Cuppen, & Meyer, 2011; Veen, 
children’s literacy development is the degree of literacy stimulation children receive 
at home (Burgess, Hecht, & Loningan, 2002; Niklas, Nguyen, Cloney, Tayler, & Adams, 
2016; Niklas & Schneider, 2017; Park, 2008). At home, even very young children may 
observe other family members use literate materials, for example while reading books, 
writing shopping lists, and browsing through a newspaper. Most importantly, older 
family members may engage children in home literacy activities, such as shared book 
reading, storytelling, singing songs and pointing at and talking about environmental 
print. All of these experiences are part of children’s home literacy environments 
(Purcell-Gates, 1996; Phillips & Lonigan, 2009; Teale, 1986; Van Steensel, 2006; Wood, 
2002). The home literacy environment is an important predictor of children’s literacy 
development: children with rich home literacy environments tend to develop stronger 
literacy skills than children with more limited home literacy environments (Burgess et 
al., 2002; Niklas et al., 2016).
In the course of children’s school trajectories, the Dutch educational system does not 
Langen, Maassen, & Meelissen, 2019; Inspectie van Onderwijs, 2018, 2020). Therefore, 
ethnic and linguistic minority backgrounds, compared to children with high-educated 
parents or with ethnic and linguistic majority backgrounds (Manz, Hughes, Barnabas, 
Bracaliello, & Ginsburg-Block, 2010; Mol, Bus, De Jong, & Smeets, 2008; Senechal 
& Young, 2008; Van Steensel, McElvany, Kurvers & Herppich, 2011). Conditional for 
 between the program and its 
implementation contexts, that is, children’s homes and schools (De La Rie, 2018; Durlak 
& DuPre, 2008; Meyers, Durlak & Wandersman, 2012).
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General Introduction
The aim of the current dissertation was to increase knowledge on the factors associated 
study was situated in urban areas in the Netherlands, a setting that is characterized by 
a highly diverse pupil population in terms of parental education, ethnicity and home 
languages. The studies in Chapter 2 and 3 of this dissertation aimed at describing 
sections below, I describe the theoretical framework that forms the groundwork of 
Children’s Emergent Literacy Development at Home
Although most children learn how to read and write at school, children’s literacy 
development starts long before they enter formal education, in their most immediate 
environment: their homes. By being exposed to literate materials and being engaged 
set of competencies and abilities (Lonigan, Purpura, Wilson, Walker, & Clancy-Menchetti, 
Children’s oral language, or meaning-oriented skills, encompass all skills children need 
to process the meaning of spoken and eventually written texts, such as active and 
receptive vocabulary knowledge, listening comprehension, narrative production and 
text comprehension. Children’s code-oriented skills involve all skills children need to 
‘crack the code’ of written text, such as knowledge of print conventions, letter-sound 
knowledge, word reading and phonological skills, that is, the ability to recognize and 




literacy development. According to the HLM, children’s meaning-oriented skills are mostly 
stimulated by parent-child home literacy activities that focus on the meaning of print 
rather than on code (‘informal’ or ‘meaning-oriented’ activities). Shared reading is an 
example of such a meaning-oriented activity. In contrast, the HLM states that children’s 
code-oriented skills are stimulated by parent-child home literacy activities that focus 
on code of written text instead of rather than meaning. The teaching of the alphabet or 
practicing letter writing together are examples of ‘formal’ or ‘code-oriented’ activities 
Two aspects of the conceptualization of the types of home literacy activities in the HLM 
meaning-oriented activities and code-oriented activities may also involve activities that 
oriented skills by engaging them in oral language activities, such as storytelling, having 
mealtime conversations and teaching them about new words and concepts (Curenton, 
parents can contribute to children’s code skills by engaging them in oral language 
activities such as rhyming and singing songs (Levy, Gong, Hessels, Evans, & Jared, 2006). 
Second, the HLM does not directly address what could be labelled as ‘didactic approach’. 
types of didactic approaches. They may expose their children in a playful, ‘facilitative’ 
(Hannon, 2000; 2003) way to language and print, for example through storytelling, 
shared reading, or playing letter games. Parents may also directly instruct their children 
about language and print, for example when teaching about the letters of the alphabet 
or correcting the child when s/he uses a word incorrectly (Hannon, 2000; 2003; Kalia 
to which they prefer to undertake meaning-oriented, code-oriented, facilitative or 
instructional home literacy activities with their children (Phillips & Lonigan, 2009). Such 




based, with parent coaching occurring during home visits. Others are associated in 
various degrees to a school or childcare institution. Some programs, for instance, 
include activities that are adapted from the school’s curriculum or schools are directly 
in the home, for instance by providing free children’s books to families (De Bondt, 
Willenberg, & Bus, 2020). Others address parents’ own literacy skills, for example 
undertake literacy activities with their children, such as shared reading, playing letter 
games and writing together (De La Rie, Van Steensel, & Van Gelderen, 2017; Mol et al., 
2008; Sénéchal & Young, 2008).
emergent literacy development by undertaking facilitative, playful activities with their 





literacy development of children from low socio-economic (SES), ethnic minority and 
mostly of code-oriented activities, for example interventions in which parents were 
low-SES backgrounds, albeit still smaller than for children from high-SES backgrounds 
(Sénéchal & Young, 2008).
Researchers have suggested that parental beliefs and behavioral preferences may 
they should) do to stimulate children’s literacy development is suboptimal, program 
children’s emergent literacy development implies the direct instruction of code skills 
(e.g. letter knowledge), they may be less motivated to participate in a meaning-oriented 
than intended by the program, in a way that better matches their own beliefs on what is 
important in guiding children’s literacy development, instead of the program’s intended 
implementation.
Research indicates that parental literacy beliefs may indeed guide parental literacy 
being the most important goals of reading, and in the pliability of children’s’ literacy 
competencies (DeBaryshe, 1995, p. 6), were found to engage their children more 
(cf. Gonzalez et al., 2017; Weigel, Martin & Bennet, 2006a; 2006b). Additionally, parents 
who regarded literacy development as a set of skills to be trained, were reported to 
parents who regarded literacy development to occur embedded in daily interaction with 
their children were reported to undertake more meaning-oriented facilitative activities 
with their children (Lynch, Anderson, Anderson, & Shapiro, 2006; Sonnenschein et al., 
1997; Stipek, Millburn, Clements, & Daniels, 1992).
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General Introduction
Parental literacy beliefs are thought to originate in parents’ own experiences with 
2004; Gillanders & Jiménez, 2004; Reese, Arauz, & Bazán, 2012; Reese & Gallimore, 
2000). Such experiences are closely connected to parents’ schooling experiences and 
the culture they grew up in (Reese & Gallimore, 2000). Parental demographics such 
as level of education and income, country of birth and home language may serve 
as proxy variables for parental experiences that form the basis of parental literacy 
beliefs. Therefore, relationships can be expected between parental beliefs and such 
background variables. However, the current research is inconclusive as regards to the 
relationships between parental literacy beliefs and parental demographic variables, 
background (cf. Cottone, 2012; Curenton & Justice, 2008; Reese & Gallimore, 2000), while 
were more likely to be found in lower educated parents, while meaning-oriented beliefs 
were more likely to be found in higher educated parents (DeBaryshe, Binder, & Buell, 
However, other scholars did not report any relationships between parental education 
and literacy beliefs (Bingham, 2007; Evans et al. 2004). Additionally, only limited research 
exists on the relationships between ethnic background, home language and parental 
literacy beliefs (e.g. Hammer et al., 2003; Sawyer, Cycyk, Sandilos, & Hammer, 2018), 
none of which is conducted in the urban parts of the Netherlands, which is the context 
of this study.
research is focused on parent beliefs on shared reading only (cf. Bingham, 2007; Boiczyk, 
Davis, & Rana, 2016; Davis et al., 2015; Gonzalez et al., 2017), thereby disregarding the 
broad range of other home literacy practices families may engage in with their children. 
Second, in the research on parental literacy beliefs, very limited attention has been 
parental beliefs may not be valid in all groups of parents. Generally, these instruments 
literacy jargon (DeBaryshe, Binder, & Buell, 2000; Evans et al., 2004). Such instruments 




home contexts. More general beliefs about the impact parents have on their child’s 
of parental involvement, Hoover-Dempsey and colleagues (2005) regard parental 
“motivational beliefs” as one of the main factors that determine parental involvement. 
According to Hoover-Dempsey and colleagues motivational beliefs consist of parental 
school (Hoover-Dempsey et al., 2005). Parents are more likely to support their children’s 
promoting their children’s learning (Bandura, Barbaranelli, Caprara & Pastorelli, 1996; 
as an outcome variable (cf. Nievar, Jacobson, Chen, Johnson & Dier, 2011) or a variable 
mediating the relationship between program participation and children’s literacy 
to support their children’s school development, they may be more inclined to engage in 
According to Hoover-Dempsey et al. (2005), parental role construction beliefs are 
parents’ beliefs about their responsibilities in supporting their children’s education. 
Parents with strong role-construction beliefs assume a large responsibility in helping 
their children succeed in school. Parents with weak role-construction beliefs place the 
responsibility for children’s learning and education mostly in the hands of teachers 
for their children’s learning may demonstrate a more intensive program participation, 
compared to children of parents with less strong role construction beliefs.
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General Introduction
Fostering the Fit between FLPs and the School:  
Building Educational Partnership
children’s homes and families, but also a congruence between the program and the 
on the parent-school relationship aligns with the way the parent-school relationship is 
between school vision and program philosophy is not always present. In implementing 
stimulating children’s literacy development. Such an approach to the parent-school 
relationship aligns with the notion of educational partnership (Driessen, Smit, & 
Klaassen, 2010; Epstein, 2011; Epstein & Sanders, 2002; Oostdam & Hooge, 2013). 
Educational partnership refers to the cooperation between parents and school aimed 
at optimally stimulating children’s learning both in school and at home (Driessen, Smit, 
& Klaassen, 2010; Oostdam & Hooge, 2013). Educational partnership is characterized 
and mutual trust and respect (Epstein, 2011; Epstein & Sanders, 2002; Valli, Stefanski, 
unidirectional parent-school cooperation in which schools only provide and parents 
only receive information (Bakker, Denessen, Dennissen, Oolbekkink-Marchand, 2013). 
which parents’ help is used for the school’s purposes only, for example when parents 





parents and school. Building educational partnership in a school can be considered 
an educational innovation. Several elements of the school organization have been 
such as teacher collaboration, a positive work climate including good relations and trust 
2012). Shared vision is regarded as a driving force behind successful and sustainable 
changes in schools: if team members share a vision on the goals of education and how 
to achieve them, they will be more committed to reaching those goals and applying 
Senge, Cambron-McCabe, Lucas, Smith, Dutton, & Kleiner, 2012).
The development of shared vision in schools does not happen automatically (Auerbach, 
2007b; 2009; Cooper, Allen & Bettez, 2009). Research indicates three important 
and 
parents, should be involved in the process (Hammerness, 2010; Senge et al., 2012). 
Second, shared vision development is a collective process, in which school community 
experiences, knowledge and beliefs (Hammerness, 2010; Senge et al., 2012). Third, 
shared vision does not only develop by talking but also by doing
(2007; 2011), school community members need to be exposed to meaningful new 
experiences in order to develop their personal visions and eventually a shared vision. As 
a method to create a shared vision, professionals may thus need to engage in innovative 
practices.
A possible way to stimulate an educational partnership vision in schools is by establishing 
professional learning communities (PLCs). A PLC is a community of educational 
and colleagues’ teaching practices in order to improve those collective practices with 
Den Brok, Verbiest, Molenaar, & Daly, 2013; Stoll, Bolam, McMahon, Wallace & Thomas, 
with previously mentioned school characteristics conducive to educational change, such 
as a strong collaborative culture among participants, the presence of a shared vision, a 
17
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Bruijn, 2018; Sleegers et al., 2013; Stoll, Bolam, McMahon, Wallace & Thomas, 2006; 
Vangrieken, Meredith, Packer, & Kyndt, 2017; Voelkel & Chrispeels, 2017).
In this dissertation, I propose that, although shared vision is usually regarded as a 
2011). PLCs that involve parents in addition to educational professionals may be an 
especially suitable instrument for building a shared school vision on educational 
partnership. It is expected that such PLCs create the conditions for a process of shared 
more traditional parent-teacher interactions. Such new experiences may then foster 
This Dissertation
Context of this dissertation: Implementing Early Education at Home in urban 
Dutch primary schools 
(EEH) (Dutch Youth Institute, 2020). EEH is widely used by preschools and kindergartens 
2019) while the kindergarten version (for children aged 4-6 years) did not show any 




EEH is a combination of a home- and center-based program (Blok et al., 2005): the 
program addresses children’s home environments, but the school is responsible for 
the implementation and organization of the program. Additionally, the content of 
the program is connected to the school curriculum: EEH applies a thematic approach 
and each of the EEH-themes can be matched with themes in the Dutch kindergarten 
curriculum. EEH aims to stimulate children’s emergent literacy development, by 
supporting parents to undertake home literacy activities with their children and by 
strengthening the relationship between parents and school (Dutch Youth Institute, 
2020). In line with the Dutch kindergarten curriculum (Stichting Leerplan Ontwikkeling, 
2010), the program focuses on children’s meaning-oriented skills, especially their 
vocabulary knowledge, and pays limited attention to children’s code-oriented skills. 
Parents are encouraged to carry out the activities in an informal, playful way, and 
where possible embedded in their daily routines with their children. Direct instruction 
activities are not part of the program. Using the afore-mentioned distinction, EEH’s 
approach can be characterized as meaning-oriented and facilitative.
The developers describe EEH as starting from the principle that professionals and 
parents and between parents and school is a core ingredient of the intervention: during 
the program, teachers learn from parents about the home literacy environments of 
their pupils while parents learn from teachers about the ways their children’s literacy 
development is stimulated in kindergarten and may be supported at home. As such, EEH 
partnership (Epstein, 2011; Epstein & Sanders, 2002; Oostdam & Hooge, 2013).
Although EEH is directed at parents with lower educational levels, in reality, schools 
working with EEH serve families with various educational, ethnic and linguistic 
is conducted in urban parts of the Netherlands. This context is characterized by a 
superdiverse population, in which many variables related to diversity intersect, 
including ethnicity, SES, and home language (Crul, 2016; Vertovec, 2007). In such a 
setting, substantial variety can be expected in the literacy beliefs and practices of 
19
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backgrounds of the participating families and to be skilled in responding to diverse 
parents’ needs in building educational partnership between parents and school.
Outline of this dissertation
The aim of this dissertation was to increase knowledge on the factors related to the 
study in Chapter 2 explored the home literacy environments of children living in urban 
parts of the Netherlands. Although the home literacy environment in diverse families 
has been the subject of much research (cf. Hart & Risley, 1995; De La Rie, Van Steensel, 
Van Gelderen, & Severiens, 2020; Purcell-Gates, 1996; Scheele, Leseman, & Mayo; 
2010), the previously mentioned conceptualization of home literacy activities based 
on a distinction between code- and meaning-oriented activities and instructional and 
facilitative activities has not been studied before. Such a typology is especially relevant 
categorized according to this framework. In a linguistically and socio-economically 
diverse sample of 214 kindergartners (mean age 4 years and 7 months, 46% girls and 
literacy activities that explicitly addressed didactic approach and was not restricted to 
print-only activities. We explored the validity of a conceptualization of home literacy 
activities consisting of four categories: meaning-oriented facilitative activities (e.g., 
shared reading, parent-child conversations), meaning-oriented instructional activities 
(e.g., teaching new words and concepts, correcting child when s/he uses a wrong word), 
code-oriented facilitative activities (e.g., playing letter games, rhyming), and code-
oriented instructional activities (e.g., teaching the alphabet, practicing writing). Next, 
to children’s meaning-oriented, code-oriented and phonological skills.
factor explaining the compatibility between programs and families. The study in 
Chapter 3 is a mixed-method interview study in which the use of a newly developed 
instrument for measuring parental literacy beliefs was examined in a highly diverse 
sample of 35 parents participating in Early Education at Home. The instrument was 
directed at gaining a deeper understanding of the nature of parental literacy beliefs 




ethnic background and home language. With the instrument, we explored a new 
literacy activities proposed in Chapter 2. The instrument addressed parental literacy 
beliefs on meaning- and code-oriented, and facilitative and instructional home literacy 
practices. As such, the instrument focused both on parental beliefs about the nature 
of children’s literacy development as well as on their didactic beliefs. Additionally, the 
and was intended to be valid in a diverse group of parents in terms of educational 
background, country of birth and home language. Parental responses were analyzed 
Building on the descriptive studies in Chapters 2 and 3, the study in Chapter 4 tested 
a diverse sample of 159 kindergartners (mean age 4 years and 5 months at pretest, 45% 
children in eight schools participating in EEH (experimental condition) with children in 
four schools not participating in EEH (control condition). Children’s meaning- and code-
oriented literacy skills were assessed at study start, after one year and at the end of the 
study. Parents provided information concerning demographic background variables, 
Chapter 5 focused on how to improve the compatibility 
a professional learning community contributed to the development of a shared vision 
on the parent-school relation relationship. We assumed that, at the beginning of the 
study, PLC-members would not (yet) have a shared vision characterized by educational 
partnership. We examined to what extent the visions expressed by PLC-members 
were compatible with an educational partnership approach and whether and how 
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team members and parents was established in a primary school. The PLC focused on 
building educational partnership. Simultaneously with the start of the PLC, the school 
also implemented EEH to involve kindergartners’ parents in the literacy development 
of their children. We started from the assumption that shared vision development 
of parent involvement, may function as such a new meaningful experience. The study 
is a single-case study with the PLC-intervention in one school as unit of analysis (Yin, 
2018). Transcripts of all PLC meetings (n = 13) and interviews with PLC-members at 
n = 11) enabled us to analyze the 
content of and developments in vision(s) on the parent-school relationship expressed 
by PLC-members. Based on the notion that vision entails a descriptive mental model of 
the current situation and a prescriptive, normative mental model of what the situation 
should be (Strange & Mumford, 2002; 2005), we selected data fragments that referred to 
PLC-members’ descriptive and prescriptive mental models of parents and professionals 
following a thematic analysis approach (Braun & Clarke, 2006).
Chapter 6
included in this dissertation. I discuss the strengths and limitations of this dissertation. 
directions for future research.
1

This chapter has been published as:
Krijnen, E., Van Steensel, R., Meeuwisse, M., Jongerling, J., & Severiens, 
associations with children’s emergent literacy skills. Reading and 
Writing, 33(1), 207-238. Doi: 10.1007/s11145-019-09957-41
1 In the published article, we used the terms ‘oral language exposure’, ‘oral lan-
guage teaching’, ‘code-related exposure’ and ‘code-related teaching’ to refer to 
‘meaning-oriented facilitative’, ‘meaning-oriented instructional’, ‘code-oriented 
facilitative’ and ‘code-oriented instructional’ activities.  In Chapter 2, for reasons 
of consistency, we adapted the terminology of the published article to match 




activities and their relations with children’s emergent literacy skills in a linguistic and 
socio-economic diverse sample of 214 Dutch kindergartners (mean age 4 years and 
7 months, 46% girls and 29% monolingual speakers of Dutch). The study examined a 
typology of home literacy activities that explicitly addressed didactic approach and 
was not restricted to activities involving print. Next, the study explored the relations 
between activity types and children’s emergent literacy skills. Three activity categories 
all types of home literacy activities were related to children’s meaning-oriented literacy 
skills, although the association between meaning-oriented instructional activities and 
meaning-oriented skills was negative. Meaning-oriented skills were associated with 
children’s code and phonological skills. The outcomes indicate the existence of a more 
nuanced pattern of interrelations between elements of the home literacy environment 
and children’s literacy skills in this diverse sample than observed before.
25
Introduction
The importance of the home literacy environment for the emergent literacy development 
of young children has been well-documented (cf. Burgess, Hecht, & Lonigan, 2002; 
environment and its relations with children’s emergent literacy is the Home Literacy 
parent-child interactions with print only, whereas a wider array of activities may need 
to be included for a full understanding of how parent-child interactions contribute to 
Model does not explicitly consider the function of didactic approach adopted in the 
activities: the extent to which parents directly teach their children about language 
HLM has been investigated in diverse settings and populations, but to date, it has not 
been studied in the context of urban parts of the Netherlands. This context, in which 
the current study is situated, is characterized by a highly diverse population regarding 
home languages and educational background. Against this background, the purpose of 
with children’s emergent literacy skills that considers a wider spectrum of home literacy 
activities and explicitly addresses didactic approach.
The Home Literacy Model
their emergent literacy skills (Burgess et al., 2002; Niklas & Schneider, 2013). Emergent 
literacy is often divided into two domains, meaning-oriented literacy skills and code-
oriented literacy skills (Lonigan, Purpura, Wilson, Walker, & Clancy-Menchetti, 2013; 
encompass all skills necessary to process the meaning of spoken and, eventually, 
written language, such as vocabulary knowledge, narrative knowledge, listening and 
text comprehension. Code-oriented literacy skills involve skills necessary to interpret 
the code of written language, such as letter knowledge and word reading. Some scholars 
sounds in words (Anthony, Lonigan, Driscoll, Phillips, & Burgess, 2003) as a part of 
code-oriented literacy skills (Lonigan et al., 2013; Storch & Whitehurst, 2002). Others 




of development (Anthony et al., 2003). Auditory perception, children’s ability to perceive 
phonological skill, foundational for more complex phonological awareness skills 
( Janssen, Segers, McQueen, & Verhoeven, 2017; McBride-Chang, 1995). The various 
domains of emergent literacy development are developmental precursors of formal 
reading development: according to the simple view of reading (Hoover & Gough, 1990), 
reading comprehension is determined by a person’s comprehension skills (preceded by 
meaning-oriented skils in emergent literacy development) and decoding skills (preceded 
by early code skills).
to formal literacy instruction in school is the Home Literacy Model (HLM; Sénéchal 
activities around print: formal and informal literacy activities. In formal literacy activities, 
the attention of parents and children is directed solely to print itself, for example, when 
parents teach their children to name the letters of the alphabet. In informal literacy 
activities, the message the print contains, instead of print itself, is the focus of attention. 
A prototypical informal activity is shared reading. According to the HLM, formal and 
literacy activities is associated with children’s meaning-oriented literacy skills, while 
formal literacy activities are related to children’s code-oriented literacy skills. According 
to the model, an indirect relation exists between home activities and phonological 
code- and meaning-oriented literacy skills.
Since its introduction, the HLM has been well studied (for an overview, see Sénéchal, 
Whissel, & Bildfell, 2017). Whereas a number of studies corroborated the model (cf. 
Hood, Conlon, & Andrews, 2008; Manolitsis, Georgiou, & Tziraki, 2013), other studies 
meaning-oriented and code-oriented skills (cf. Kalia & Reese, 2009; Kim, 2009a; 
interrelations between meaning-oriented literacy skills, code-oriented literacy skills, and 
phonological awareness. According to the HLM, meaning-oriented literacy skills before 
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skills. In contrast, other researchers found a direct pathway from meaning-oriented 
skills to code skills in young children (Dickinson, McCabe, Anastasopoulos, Peisner-
Parrila, Georgiou, & Kirby, 2008). These researchers stress the importance of meaning-
oriented literacy skills in any learning process, as children need these skills to learn 
from more experienced others.
The HLM across contexts
have been mostly conducted in families from higher socio-economic backgrounds in 
Anglo-Saxon countries speaking languages that are orthographically complex, such as 
Skwarchuk et al., 2014). Increasingly, the HLM is investigated in other populations, for 
instance in families from lower socio-economic backgrounds (Carroll, 2013; Sparks 
& Reese, 2013) and in other parts of the world, such as China, Korea, India, Greece 
Manolitsis et al, 2011, 2013; Silinskas, Kiuro, Tolvanen, Niemie, Lerkkanen, & Nurmi, 2013; 
Silinskas, Leppänen, Aunola, Parrila, & Nurmi, 2010; Silinskas, Lerkkanen, Tolvanen, 
depth, from complex orthographical languages such as Chinese and English (Chen, et 
al., 2010; Carroll, 2013; Kalia & Reese, 2009; Sparks & Reese, 2013) to languages with 
et al., 2011; 2013; Silinskas et al., 2010; 2012; 2013). The studies report mixed results. 
or only partly (Carroll, 2013; Kalia & Reese, 2009; Kim, 2009a; Manolitsis et al., 2011; 
home activities to meaning-oriented and code-oriented literacy skills could not always 
be replicated: some scholars found that informal activities predicted both meaning-
oriented and code-oriented literacy skills (Kalia & Reese, 2009), or only code-oriented 
literacy skills (Sparks & Reese, 2013). In other studies, the association between formal 
literacy activities and code-oriented literacy skills was absent (Carroll, 2013) or negative 
(Kim, 2009a; Silinskas et al., 2010, 2012, 2013). Direct negative pathways from formal 
literacy activities to children’s phonological awareness have also been reported (Kim, 
2009a; Manolitsis et al., 2011). These mixed results indicate that socio-economic status 




The role of parental socio-economic status and parental education has been well 
established in the research literature. Parental socio-economic status and education 
relationship between parent teaching about print and children’s code-oriented literacy 
reporting less strong relations between teaching and code-oriented literacy skills in 
transparent orthographies (Manolitsis, Georgiou, Stephenson, & Parrila, 2009; Manolitsis 
et al., 2011) and negative relations with phonological awareness (Kim, 2009a; Manolitsis 
skills in school, because they are relatively easy to master. Therefore, parents engage 
less in code teaching or only when they feel that their children lag behind in their code 
and phonological skills. Additionally, another factor of importance is children’s linguistic 
2006; 2013; Scheele, Leseman, & Mayo, 2010). However, being exposed to a rich home 
for children’s emergent literacy development in the minority as well as the majority 
language (Cárdenas-Hagan, Carslon, & Pollard-Durodola, 2007; Dixon, 2011; Scheele, 
Leseman, & Mayo, 2010).
homogenous groups. Limited knowledge is available on whether the HLM holds in 
diverse samples regarding educational and linguistic family backgrounds. To date, the 
HLM has not yet been investigated in the context of urban parts of the Netherlands. 
This context is characterized by a highly diverse population regarding migration 
background, home language, and educational level. In the Netherlands, Dutch is the 
majority language and the language of instruction at school. Dutch has a relatively 
consistent orthography compared to English, but more complex than for example Greek 
Examining the formal-informal distinction in the Home Literacy Model
among these studies might explain the discrepancies in results, such as methods of 
analysis with respect to the inclusion of control variables, measurement of children’s 
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skills, and the operationalization of informal and formal literacy activities. The 
operationalization of informal and formal activities is further discussed in this section, 
interactions with print. However, some researchers testing the model incorporate 
activities in their operationalizations of home literacy activities that do not involve 
2014). One could argue that a broader interpretation of home literacy activities, 
also considering activities that do not involve print, might facilitate a more complete 
aspects of their early literacy development. Similar to shared reading activities, other 
activities targeting meaning-oriented literacy skills, such as storytelling and mealtime 
conversations, provide opportunities for children to use and listen to new words, 
narratives, and other forms of elaborate language, thereby likely contributing to 
children’s meaning-oriented literacy skills. Several studies have indeed shown that the 
them, stimulate the meaning-oriented literacy skills of young children (Curenton, Craig, 
activities focusing on sounds and rhymes, such as rhyming games and listening to 
nursery rhymes, which also do not involve print, have been related to children’s code 
skills and phonological awareness (Levy, Gong, Hessels, Evans, & Jared, 2006). Therefore, 
we propose a distinction between activities that support meaning-oriented literacy skills 
and activities that target code skills, and assume that both categories can involve print 
as well as non-print activities.
Second, the HLM does not directly consider didactic approach. Didactic approach can 
be regarded as a continuum with direct instruction activities, such as teaching the 
alphabet or teaching new words, on the one end. More facilitative, child-centered, 
playful activities in which the child is exposed to language and print, such as talking 
with your child and playing (educational) games, are situated on the on the other end 
of the continuum (Hannon, 2000; 2003; Stipek, Milburn, Clements, & Daniels, 1992). 




with lower educated parents more likely to engage in instructional activities and higher 
educated parents more likely to engage in facilitative activities (Lynch, Anderson, 
Anderson, & Shapiro, 2006; Stipek et al., 1992). Additionally, parents’ cultural background 
and schooling experiences may determine their engagement in either instructional or 
facilitative activities (Gillanders & Jiménez, 2004; Reese, Arauz, & Bazán, 2012; Reese 
& Gallimore, 2000).
Although Sénéchal et al. (2017) explicitly mention that formal literacy activities can be 
“playful”, “informative” as well as “didactic” (p. 384), nearly all studies testing the model 
operationalize formal literacy as direct teaching activities only. Activities exposing 
children to print without directly instructing them, such as playing letter games, are 
not included. Since informal activities are often operationalized as shared reading-
meaning, as proposed by Sénéchal and colleagues (Sénéchal et al. 2017; Sénéchal & 
didactic approach, with activities adopting an instructional method on the one hand 
(formal literacy activities) and facilitative activities in which the child is playfully exposed 
to print (informal literacy activities) on the other hand. To consider didactic approach 
explicitly in a categorization of home literacy activities would enable researchers to 
determine whether observed relations between activity types and children’s literacy 
skills are due to the content of the activity (focus on either code or meaning) or the way 
parents guide their children (instruction versus facilitation).
We propose an alternative conceptualization of home literacy activities, based on two 
from those that target code skills, and assume that both categories can involve print 
as well as non-print activities. Second, we propose a distinction in didactic approach, 
namely instructional activities versus facilitative activities. These two distinctions 
result in four hypothetical categories of home literacy activities: meaning-oriented 
facilitation (including shared reading and listening to stories the child tells); code-
oriented facilitation (including playing letter games and rhyming); meaning-oriented 
instruction (including teaching new words and having your child repeat new words); 
and code-oriented instruction (including teaching the letters of the alphabet, practicing 
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Figure 2.1 Proposed conceptualization of home literacy activities
Current study
activities and to analyze associations between activity categories and children’s 
meaning-oriented literacy, code-oriented literacy and phonological skills in a highly 
is, meaning-oriented facilitation and meaning-oriented instruction would be related 
to meaning-oriented literacy skills and code-oriented facilitation and code-oriented 
instruction would be associated with code skill. We hypothesized all activity types to 





acy activities and children’s emergent literacy skills, based on the Home Literacy Model (Sénéchal, 2006; 
Sénéchal & Lefevre, 2002)
Methods
Context of the study
a family literacy program. In the larger study, children were followed for two years, 
starting when they just entered kindergarten. The data reported here are based on 
the pre-test of that study. At that time, the children had only been exposed to formal 
kindergarten at age four. The kindergarten curriculum explicitly targets the development 
of their second year in kindergarten. According to this curriculum, children should 
know approximately 7000 (Dutch) words receptively and 3500 words productively, 
that letters correspond to sounds, and have mastered the Dutch phonological system, 
before entering Grade 1 (Stichting Leerplan Ontwikkeling, 2010).
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Participants
Participants in this study were 214 children (age: 4-5 years). Parents of the children 
which 142 were mothers and 34 were fathers; three respondents did not indicate their 
the sample spoke another language at home in addition to Dutch. Ten percent of the 
Berber languages. Twenty-nine percent of the children had parents with low levels of 
education, 29% had parents who were middle educated, 21% of the children had high-
educated parents. Parental educational level was unknown for 21% of the children. 
parents who spoke both Dutch and (an)other language(s) with their children, 34% was 
lower educated, 46% was middle educated and 20% was higher educated. Only in 
the group of parents who did not speak Dutch with their children, lower educational 
levels were overrepresented. Of this group, 67% was lower educated, 10% was middle 
educated and 23% was higher educated. The children were enrolled in 12 schools 
characteristics, see Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 




   Children N = 214, 100%
n = 179, 84% 
Gender children n  = 214
n = 98, 46% 
 Male n = 116, 54% 
Gender parents n = 176, 82%
n = 142, 66%
 Male (fathers) n = 34, 16%
Age children (in months) n = 214
range = 45 to 66 








Age parents (in years) n = 167 
range = 22 to 51 
M = 34.8, SD = 6.1
Children’s country of birth n = 166, 78%
  Netherlands n = 154, 72%
  Other n = 12, 6%
Parents’ country of birth n = 172, 80%
  Netherlands n = 74, 34% 
  Other n = 98, 46% 
Home language n = 169, 79%
  Only other language(s) than Dutch spoken at home with child n = 22, 10% 
  Dutch and other language(s) spoken at home with child n = 85, 40%
  Only Dutch spoken at home with child n = 62, 29%
Parents’ best language n = 169, 79%
  Dutch n = 62, 29%
  Dutch and other language(s) n = 85, 40%
  Only other language n = 22, 10%
Educational level parent (respondent) n = 170, 79%
  Lowa n = 63, 29%
  Middleb n = 63, 29%
  Highc n = 44, 21%
Educational level respondent’s partner n = 139, 65%
  Lowa n = 58, 27%
  Middleb n = 41, 19%
  Highc n = 40, 19%
a No education, primary and /or prevocational secondary education
b Senior general secondary education or pre-university education, and/or secondary vocational 
education
c Higher professional education or university degree
Materials
Meaning-oriented literacy skills
Children’s meaning-oriented literacy skills were measured by testing children’s receptive 
vocabulary knowledge and their narrative production skills. Vocabulary was measured 
using the Receptive Vocabulary Task from the validated Dutch test battery Taaltoets 
Alle Kinderen (TAK) [Language Test for All Children] (Verhoeven & Vermeer, 2001, 2006). 
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the test administrator reads a word corresponding with one of the pictures. The child is 
stops the test. A child’s score is formed by the number of correct answers (Cronbach’s 
a = .96, current study).
the child is shown two sheets with eight pictures, each sheet describing a short story. The 
child is asked to tell the story to the test administrator, in a way that she can understand 
the story without looking at the pictures. The narratives were audio-recorded and later 
transcribed and coded using a coding scheme consisting of 32 items on which children 
could score up to one point per item. Points are awarded on the basis of accuracy, 
coherence and cohesion of the story told, as depicted by the pictures. Coherence and 
accuracy of the story are represented by the expression of the necessary content words 
to understand the story. Coherence and cohesion of the text are the expression of 
conjunctions and juxtaposition of story elements, expressing the main relationships 
depicted in the story. The maximum number of points is 32. Twenty-two percent of 
the narratives (n = 47) were coded independently by two coders, with 89% agreement 
were discussed between the two coders until agreement was reached.
Code skill 
Code skill was operationalized as letter-sound knowledge. Due to the young age of our 
sample and their limited school experiences, more advanced tests of Code Skills, such as 
was assessed with the Letter Knowledge Task from the validated Dutch test battery 
Toetspakket Beginnende Geletterdheid [Test Battery Emergent Literacy] (Aarnoutse & 
case letters are shown to the child while the test administrator phonetically pronounces 
out the letter corresponding with the letter sound. In the last seven items, the child is 
in the Dutch language. The number of correct answers is the total score for this test 





Phonological skill was operationalized as auditory perception, measured with 
the Auditory Discrimination Task from the TAK. Due to the relative large share 
of L2-speakers of Dutch and the young age of our sample in combination with the 
participating schools being located in neighborhoods characterized by the presence 
of many low SES households (Netherlands Institute for Social Research, 2017), we 
Therefore, it seemed more appropriate to measure an underlying phonological skill for 
phonological awareness than using more advanced tests, such as elision, blending, or 
the test administrator reads two words that are either identical (for example cat-cat) 
this task (Cronbach’s a = .92, current study).
Parent Questionnaire
Home literacy activities. This scale consists of 15 items related to parent-child activities. 
Parents were asked to indicate on a scale from 1 (never) to 5 (daily or several times a 
day
activities could be performed in any language that was spoken in the home. The items 
Parental education. Parental education was operationalized as the mean score of 
the highest educational level obtained by the children’s parents: low (no education, 
primary and/or prevocational secondary education), middle (senior general secondary 
education or pre-university education, and/or secondary vocational education), high 
(higher professional education or university degree) (Statistics Netherlands, 2017).
Child’s age. Child’s age was measured by asking parents to indicate the birth date of 
their child.
Home language. Parents were asked what language(s) they spoke with their child. 
Parents indicated whether they spoke only Dutch, Dutch and (an)other language(s) or 
only (an)other language(s) at home with their child. In the analyses, we included home 
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language as a dichotomous variable (0 = only Dutch spoken with the children at home, 
1 = (additional) other languages spoken at home with the children.).
Child’s gender. Parents were asked to indicate the gender of their child (0 = boy, 
1= girl)
Procedure
Schools were recruited by advertising on social media and contacting the municipalities 
of the four major cities of the Netherlands. Schools were screened based on the criteria 
relevant for the larger study, such as the accordance of the school’s population with the 
target group of the intervention (children with lower educated parents and /or second 
language learners of Dutch). The participating schools selected one or two classes in 
kindergarten to take part in the study. At the beginning of the school year, parents of 
the children received a letter from the school with information regarding the project and 
an invitation to take part. Parents communicated to the child’s teacher their decision 
whether or not to take part in the study.
Between September and early November 2015, all children were tested individually 
(duration 2-15 minutes) was administered. In November 2015, parents received the 
Dutch, English, Turkish, and Polish. Teachers were instructed by the researchers to 
Analysis
As our main research aim was exploratory, namely to examine the validity of our 
were included in the analyses as covariates, as these variables have shown to be factors 




Scheele, Leseman, & Mayo, 2010).
Due to the nested nature of the data (pupils nested within classes), multilevel methods 
were applied, in which we followed the procedures described by Hox (2010). Before 
existed at Level 2, using the statistical software package HLM (Raudenbush , Bryk, 
Cheong, Congdon, & Du Toit, 2016). This was the case for children’s vocabulary, narrative 
production, phonological skill, and for three of the four covariates, namely home 
language, parental education, and children’s age. This implies that multilevel analysis 
is necessary (Hox, 2010). Therefore, these variables were allowed to have variance on 
both Level 1 and Level 2 of our SEM-model. The hypotheses this study aims to explore 
are situated at Level 1 (pupils). Therefore, no structural relations were hypothesized at 
Level 2 (classes). However, the exploratory method of analysis applied in this study can 
still reveal structural relations at the second level, should they exist.
(Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2010). In the next step, the data were analyzed separately at the 
in a structural model together with children’s scores for receptive vocabulary, narrative 
inspected and adjustments were made, provided these were supported by theory.
Next, the preliminary Level 1 model was extended to a multilevel model. The preliminary 
amounts of variance at Level 2 (phonological skill, vocabulary, and narrative production) 
to have variance at the class level, but no covariance. If this model, called the independence 
model
would sustain after including covariates, home language, parental education, child’s age, 
and gender were entered in the model at Level 1. In addition, home language, parental 
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education, and child’s age were allowed to have variance at Level 2, as previous analyses 
2/
2
applying the Satorra-Bentler correction (Satorra & Bentler, 2001) were used to assess 
Univariate skewness and kurtosis values indicated the existence of multivariate non-
normality (Byrne, 2012), therefore we used Maximum Likelihood estimation with 
robust standard errors (MLR), which is robust for non-normality. Because 35 parents 
sample. Additionally, scores for children who could not understand the test instruction 
(ranging from n = 2 to 22 for the four child measures) due to their limited understanding of 
Dutch, were regarded as missing values. MLR-estimation uses full information maximum 
likelihood to treat missing values. This implies that cases with missing values need not be 
excluded from the analyses. Hence, all 214 cases were included (Hox, 2010).
Results
Descriptive statistics and bivariate correlations
all variables except gender and home language: associations between these two 
dichotomous variables and the other variables are presented in Table 2.3. As displayed in 
Table 2.2, parents tended to undertake fewer activities targeting code-oriented literacy 
skills than activities targeting meaning-oriented literacy skills. Additionally, variability 
in responses was larger on the code activity items, whereas for both meaning-oriented 
facilitation and instruction, variability on most items was small, with standard deviations 
activity. Activities targeting meaning-oriented literacy skills through instruction also 




children, as shown by the large standard deviations.
Correlations between home literacy activities and children’s outcomes are relatively low. 
home literacy activities (parent-child conversations, shared reading, and storytelling) 
and four of the code-oriented activities (teaching letter names, practicing letter writing, 
of the code-oriented activities (teaching letter names, practicing name writing, and 
literacy activities (parent-child conversations and shared reading), while letter-sound 
knowledge correlated negatively with the teaching of new words. Child’s age correlated 
positively with two code-oriented instructional activities (practicing name and letter 
writing), indicating that parents of older children were more likely to teach their children 
correlated with three of the four child outcomes (vocabulary, narrative production, and 
phonological skill). Parental education correlated positively with two of the meaning-
oriented facilitation items (shared reading and storytelling) and with one of the code-
oriented instructional activities (teaching your child letter names) indicating that higher 
also positively associated with phonological skill and vocabulary. There was only one 
monolingual parents on three of the meaning-oriented facilitative activities (parent-
child conversations, shared reading, and storytelling), whereas scores were higher for 
multilingual parents on two of the meaning-oriented instructional activities (correcting 
between mono- and multilingual children in receptive vocabulary and phonological 
skill, in favor of the former, and there was an association between home language and 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Exploration of validity of proposed conceptualization of home literacy activities
2[51, N = 192] = 126.05, p < 2
without the item storytelling, two factors consisted only of two items, which may 
indicate poor determinacy of the model (Brown, 2006). Additionally, the four-factor 
solution was not interpretable considering our theoretical assumption. As a result, we 
A three-factor solution indicated that a distinction could be made between activities 
supporting meaning-oriented literacy skills and activities supporting code-oriented 
be divided by didactic approach into instructional and facilitative activities. The results 
did not show a distinction in code-oriented activities based on didactic approach. 
As theoretical interpretability, complemented by statistical guidelines, should be 
leading in factor selection (Brown, 2006), we decided to work with the three-factor 
( 2[52, N = 192] = 157.913, p < 2
Code-Oriented Activities.
‘correcting your child’s pronunciation’ did not load on Code-Oriented Activities, as 
we expected. Instead, it loaded on Meaning-Oriented Instruction, possibly because 
pronunciation is regarded as an meaning-oriented literacy skill, instead of a subskill 
of phonological awareness. Second, our expectations for the item ‘singing songs’ were 
twofold: singing songs could either be a code-oriented activity, targeting phonological 
awareness similar to rhyming activities, or it could be a meaning-oriented facilitative 
latter is the case.
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Table 2.4. 
Factor Loadings Derived from the Exploratory Factor Analysis of the Parent-Child Home Literacy Activity Scale 









1. Talking with child about child’s experiences .80*
2. Singing with child .33*
3. Shared reading .38*
4. Listening to stories of child .58*
5. Teaching child new words .33* .52*
6. Having child repeat new words .31* .37*
7. Correcting child if (s)he uses wrong word) .92*
8. Correcting child’s pronunciation .91*
9. Teaching child letter names .72*
10. Having child point out words or letters .64*
11. Practicing name writing -.34* 1.00*
12. Practicing letter writing -.33* 1.01*
13. Playing rhyming games/citing nursery rhymes .69*
14. Playing letter games .73*
Cronbach’s Alpha .61 .82 .89
* p < .05
Structural relations between home literacy activities and emergent literacy skills
of home literacy activities were entered in the model. In this adjusted model, the 
were hypothesized to be associated with the latent variable Meaning-Oriented Literacy 
Skills and the latent variable Code-Oriented Activities was assumed to be associated 
suggested adding a covariance between the residuals of two underlying items of 
Meaning-Oriented Instruction (‘correcting words’ and ‘correcting pronunciation’), 
and between the residuals of two items of Code-Oriented Activities (‘practicing name 
writing’ and ‘practicing letter writing’), likely due to the overlap in content and wording 
between the items. Additionally, a pathway from Code-Oriented Activities to Meaning-
Oriented Literacy Skills was suggested. An association between parent-child letter-
based activities and children’s meaning-oriented literacy skills has been found by Haney 
and Hill (2004), justifying the addition of this pathway. These covariances and pathways 





Fit measures of structural models at within-level (pupils), between-level (classes) and multilevel (pupils within 
classes) and nested models
Chi Square 
tests






391.20 129 3.03 <.001 .10 .81 .11 -
 Adjusted model 
 level)
267.24 126 2.12 <.001 .08 .90 .08 - 123.96 3 <.001
Multilevel
 Independence Model 234.43 129 1.82 <.001 .06 .90 .08 .47
 Multilevel Model 1 217.21 128 1.70 <.001 .06 .92 .08 .24 21.681 1 <.001
 Multilevel Model 2 206.97 127 1.63 <.001 .05 .93 .08 .24 11.531 1 <.001
(including covariates)
351.83 205 1.72 <.001 .06 .88 .09 .40
1 
Multilevel analyses
indices suggested a covariance at the second level between vocabulary and phonological 
many second language learners, with likely lower vocabulary skills and phonological 
skills compared to their monolingual peers. Possibly, second language learners were 
clustered in classes and monolingual pupils were clustered in classes. To account for this 
relationship at the second level, we included this covariance in the model as our Level 
2 model (named Multilevel Model 1). This step in the analysis resulted in a reasonable 
Oriented Literacy Skills to code skill (letter-sound knowledge). The relation between 
meaning-oriented literacy skills and code-oriented literacy skills has been found in many 
previous studies (cf. Storch & Whitehurst, 2002; Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998), justifying the 
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home language, parental education, child’s age, and gender and the outcome variables 
Meaning-Oriented Literacy Skills, code skill, and phonological skill. Home language, parental 
education, and child’s age were allowed to have variance at Level 2. After the addition of the 
covariates, the model pathways remained unchanged, except for the pathway from letter-
adding covariates, possibly because the introduction of new parameters lead to a reduction 
of statistical power and because the covariates may not correspond well with the data, as 
2
unstandardized parameter estimates and standard errors. In this model, Meaning-
Oriented Activities, while Code-Oriented Activities did not covary with Meaning-
in Code-Oriented Activities. All home activities were associated with Meaning-
Oriented Literacy Skills, but the pathway from Meaning-Oriented Instruction to 
Meaning-Oriented Literacy Skills was negative. Meaning-Oriented Literacy Skills was 
related to letter-sound knowledge. An additional analysis showed that Meaning-
Oriented Literacy Skills partially mediated the pathway from Code-Oriented Activities 
t = 2.651, p < 0.01). Both Meaning-Oriented Literacy Skills and letter-sound knowledge 
were associated with phonological skill. At the class level, vocabulary covaried with 
oriented literacy skills , 8% of the variance in children’s letter-sound knowledge, and 












The bold arrow represents a pathway at the second level (classes), the other arrows represent pathways 
-
pathways are shown for the sake of clarity.
1 = Talking with child about the child’s experiences, 2 = Singing with child, 3 = Shared reading, 4 = Listening 
to stories of child, 5 = Teaching child new words, 6 = Having child repeat new words, 7 = Correcting child if 
s/he uses wrong word, 8 = Correcting child’s pronunciation, 9 = Teaching child letter names, 10 = Having 
child point out words or letters, 11 = Practicing name writing, 12 = Practicing letter writing, 13 = Playing 
rhyming games/citing nursery rhymes, 14 = Playing letter games
* p < .05
** p < .01
*** p < .001
Discussion
and their relations with children’s emergent literacy skills, using the Home Literacy 
investigated the validity of a conceptualization of home literacy activities based on two 
variables: targeted skills (meaning-oriented/code-oriented skills) and didactic approach 
(facilitation/instruction). We found evidence for three activity categories. Home literacy 
activities targeting code-oriented literacy skills and activities targeting meaning-
oriented literacy skills. Meaning-oriented activities were further divided into activities 
adopting an instructional method, such as teaching the meaning of new words, and a 
types of home literacy activities resulting from this conceptualization and children’s 
early language and literacy skills were explored. All types of home literacy activities 
(including code-oriented activities) were related to children’s meaning-oriented literacy 
skills, although the association between meaning-oriented instructional activities and 
meaning-oriented literacy skills was negative. In turn, meaning-oriented literacy skills 
were related to children’s letter-sound knowledge and phonological skill, supporting 
evidence for the vital role of meaning-oriented literacy skills in young children’s 
emergent literacy development (Storch & Whitehurst, 2002; Whitehurst & Lonigan, 
1998). Besides meaning-oriented literacy skills, also letter-sound knowledge was 




framework of activities that contribute to emergent literacy skills. Second, while nearly 
all previous operationalizations of formal literacy activities only included instructional 
activities that are more informal as well, such as playing letter games. The absence of 
the expected distinction in code activities between facilitation and instruction may be 
explained by the low levels of code skill for the children in our sample (which is also the 
case in several of the previous HLM studies, e.g. Carroll, 2013; Kim, 2009a; Manolitsis et 
code-activities such as playing letter games might still imply a substantial amount of 
parental instruction if the child’s letter-sound knowledge is very limited. Third, including 
the didactic aspect in conceptualizing home literacy activities resulted in a new type of 
activities, namely those targeting meaning-oriented literacy skills through instruction, 
for example by teaching children new words.
The association between meaning-oriented instructional activities and children’s 
meaning-oriented literacy skills was negative. Although the cross-sectional research 
design does not allow any causal interpretations of this association, we propose 
two possible mechanisms that might be operational in our sample and that may be 
might adjust their teaching behavior to their children’s performance, implying that 
if children underperform in meaning-oriented literacy skills, parents increase their 
2014; Silinskas et al., 2013). Second, meaning-oriented instructional activities may be 
indicative of an interaction style that does not contribute to language development. 
meaning-oriented literacy skills in an environment that allows them to actively interact 
with adults, responding to positive feedback provided by the adult (Chapman, 2000; 
Lonigan & Whitehurst, 1998). Whereas facilitative activities such as shared reading and 
parent-child conversations may create the circumstances for meaning-oriented literacy 
learning to occur, the direct instruction of meaning-oriented literacy skills may restrict 
children’s opportunities to contribute to the interaction. As such, meaning-oriented 
instructional activities possibly limit children’s meaning-oriented literacy development 
as they render the children passive.
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In agreement with informal activities in the original HLM, meaning-oriented facilitative 
As the Dutch code is relatively easy to master, parental teaching of code skills might 
and children’s code skill (letter-sound knowledge) was mediated by meaning-oriented 
meaning-oriented literacy skills on letter-sound knowledge.
One explanation for the observed association between code activities and meaning-
oriented literacy skills is that we used a broadened construct of code activities, including 
the non-teaching activities rhyming and playing letter games. To test whether this choice 
change any of the pathways, supporting the coherence of the construct. The association 
found between code activities and meaning-oriented literacy skills might rather be 
explained by the nature of the interaction during these activities. Likely, engaging in 
code activities exposes children to richer language input: teaching about letters and 
print might additionally imply increased parental vocabulary use. In ABC books for 
instance, letters are connected to word meanings, by showing a letter combined with a 
picture of a word starting with that letter (for example, the T of tree, the P of pajamas). 
A similar observation was made by Haney and Hill (2004), who found a relationship 
between the teaching of letters and children’s meaning-oriented literacy skills.
The association between meaning-oriented literacy skills and letter-sound knowledge 
is in line with previous research that has shown that especially in younger children 
the relation between meaning-oriented literacy and decoding skills is strong and only 
declines after children have started formal schooling (Kendeou et al., 2009; Storch & 
Whitehurst, 2002). Children, particularly this young of age, may be dependent on their 
Dutch meaning-oriented literacy skills to process any teaching and other input regarding 
letters and decoding skills (NICHD, 2005). This may be especially true for second 




might remember letters more easily, when they can connect them to word meanings, 
thus applying meaning-oriented literacy skills. Another possible explanation for the 
association between meaning-oriented literacy skills and letter-sound knowledge is that 
letter names can be regarded as vocabulary items. Children with larger vocabularies 
Due to nesting in the data (pupils within classes) this study applied a multilevel 
approach. This implied we also considered pathways at the class level. In this study, a 
covariation between vocabulary and phonological skill at class level was observed. Little 
is known on the interrelationships between emergent literacy outcomes at class levels, 
observation that class averages on the vocabulary measure covary with class averages 
language learners for whom both Dutch vocabulary and Dutch phonology are relatively 
new compared to monolingual Dutch pupils. Children with stronger vocabulary skills 
often have stronger phonological skills. Possibly, second language learners were 
clustered in classes and monolingual pupils were clustered in classes. Additionally, 
especially in classes with many second language learners, vocabulary teaching and a 
focus on phonology may go hand in hand, for example by focusing both on meaning 
and sound in singing and rhyming activities.
middle-class Anglo-Saxon children (cf. Hood et al., 2008; Skwarchuk et al., 2014), a 
strength of the current study is the sample of children with diverse backgrounds 
regarding parental education and home language, in the context of urban parts of 
the Netherlands. To date, the HLM has not been investigated in such a context. Most 
research into the HLM is conducted in homogenous samples regarding children’s 
demographic characteristics. In urbanized parts of the Netherlands, people with all 
kinds of backgrounds cohabit. In their daily practice, teachers work with highly diverse 
groups of children regarding the socio-economic, educational, and linguistic background 
of their families. In this setting, including this diversity in the sample seems to be a more 
ecologically valid choice.
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model, we explored correlations between demographic background factors and the 
three home literacy activity factors (using weighted means calculated from the factor 
facilitation (r = -
kind of activities than monolingual Dutch parents, which may be an indication of cultural 
Children’s age was negatively related to meaning-oriented instructional activities 
(r = -.14), indicating that parents of older children were less likely to directly teach 
between demographic background variables and the home literacy activity factors 
pathways between home literacy activities and children’s emergent literacy outcomes, 
future research on the HLM in diverse samples is necessary.
Limitations and directions for future research
2
modesty in approaching the results. This exploratory study must therefore be regarded 
and emergent literacy outcomes, but the model needs further validation in future 
studies. Another limitation is the cross-sectional design of the study, which precludes 
any causal statements regarding the relation between home literacy activities and 
children’s literacy skills. Additionally, we did not include the child’s perspective in 
behavior. A third limitation of this study is that the data do not provide any information 
in which language parents performed the home literacy activities investigated as this 
concerning the advantages and disadvantages of performing home literacy activities 




our exploratory model. The latter would also allow analyzing the long-term relations 
would be interesting to examine whether the structure we obtained holds in a more 
homogeneous sample (e.g., a sample of mainly higher educated parents, native parents, 
or monolingual parents), also because previous studies on the HLM were often limited 
wide range of both meaning-oriented facilitative and code-oriented activities at home 
to meaning-oriented literacy skills. Although experimental research exists on the impact 
of code-oriented approaches versus meaning-oriented approaches in center-based 
programs focusing on either code-activities, meaning-oriented literacy facilitative 
activities, or meaning-oriented instructional activities at home could be designed and 
home literacy activities on children’s emergent literacy skills. This type of research could 
As mentioned previously, the HLM is hardly investigated in heterogeneous samples 
is part of the context in which the study is conducted, which was the case in the 
current study. Existing research has shown that the literacy development of children 
parents’ roles in children’s literacy development is associated with these backgrounds 
linguistic and cultural backgrounds often found deviant results (Kalia & Reese, 2009; 




home literacy activities including non-print activities is suitable to describe children’s 
home literacy experiences. By additionally considering didactic approach in the 
more accurately. The outcomes suggest the existence of a more nuanced pattern of 
interrelations between elements of the home literacy environment and children’s 
literacy skills in a diverse sample of families.
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The current study examined the use of a newly developed instrument for measuring 
parental literacy beliefs in a highly diverse urban Dutch sample of 35 parents, 
participating in a family literacy program. The instrument was used to explore a new 
conceptualization of parental literacy beliefs and associations between beliefs and 
meaning-oriented and facilitative practices to stimulate their children’s literacy 
development, in which understanding the meaning of language and print is seen as 
the starting point in literacy development and in which teaching occurs indirectly, in 
an embedded child-centered approach. Parental preferences were associated with a 
variety of beliefs. Parents who did not speak Dutch, the majority language, with their 
children were more inclined towards directly instructing their children compared to 
in exposing the nature of and nuances in parental literacy beliefs in a diverse sample. 
The newly developed instrument can be used by professionals working with family 
literacy programs to gain insight into the literacy beliefs of diverse groups of parents.
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Introduction
literacy skills (Burgess, Hecht, & Lonigan, 2002). A vast body of research attributes 
experiences (Niklas, Nguyen, Cloney, Tayler, & Adams, 2016; Park, 2008). Children 
growing up in rich home literacy environments (HLE) develop stronger literacy skills 
than children growing up in more limited HLEs (Burgess et al., 2002; Niklas & Schneider, 
development, by supporting parents in creating rich HLEs for their children (Hannon, 
status (SES) and minority groups compared to high SES and mainstream groups (Van 
Steensel, McElvany, Kurvers & Herppich, 2011; Manz, Hughes, Barnabas, Braccaliello, & 
Ginsburg-Block, 2010; Mol, Bus, De Jong, & Smeets, 2008). To date, it remains unclear 
parental beliefs on supporting their children’s literacy development may be important in 
Research indicates that parental literacy beliefs may guide parental literacy behavior 
most important goals of reading, and in the pliability of children’s literacy competencies 
activities in the home than parents with less strong reading beliefs (cf. Gonzalez et 
al., 2017; Weigel, Martin & Bennet, 2006a, 2006b). However, the current research is 
inconclusive on the relationships between parental literacy beliefs and parental 
demographic variables such as educational, cultural or linguistic background, with some 
(cf. Cottone, 2012; Curenton & Justice, 2008; Reese & Gallimore, 2000), while others do 




a mismatch between parental beliefs and program principles. If such misalignments 
and philosophy agree with what parents think they can and should do to support their 
children’s literacy development, parents may be more engaged, attend more program 
events and carry out program activities in a way intended by the program. Conversely, if 
a program does not match with parents’ literacy beliefs, parental attendance of program 
events may be limited and parents may not carry out program activities according to 
emergent literacy development.
parental literacy beliefs show several substantial shortcomings, which will be discussed 
in more detail below. Therefore, the current study examines the use of a newly 
developed instrument to explore the literacy beliefs of diverse parents participating 
variability in parental preferences for parent-child activities, the beliefs underlying these 
home language and country of birth.
Measuring Parental Literacy Beliefs: Beyond Shared Reading Beliefs
Many studies measuring parental literacy beliefs focus on shared reading beliefs 
Belief Inventory (PRBI; DeBaryshe, 1995; DeBaryshe & Binder, 1994), which has been 
2006b; Wu & Honig, 2010). The PRBI aims to measure several aspects of shared reading 
children; beliefs about children’s participation during shared reading; beliefs about the 
extent to which shared reading should include instruction; beliefs about the role of 
the environment for children’s language and literacy skills; and parental perception of 
access to resources for shared reading. Nevertheless, most authors calculate a single 
composite score for the PRBI, as the underlying factor structure tends to vary across 
studies (DeBaryshe & Binder, 1994; Gonzalez, Taylor, Davis, & Kim, 2013; Rodriguez, 
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Hammer & Lawrence, 2013; Wu & Honing, 2010). This may obscure which aspects of 
parental literacy beliefs are actually important.
Other scholars combined the measurement of parental beliefs on shared reading with 
the measurement of other literacy beliefs. Bingham (2007), for instance, assessed 
maternal beliefs on how children become literate in addition to shared reading beliefs. 
Bingham (2007) found that maternal beliefs on shared reading were related to mother-
children become literate at home were associated with more general aspects of the HLE, 
literacy activities. Boiczyk, Davis, and Rana (2016) developed a scale to measure parental 
beliefs on shared reading strategies and on children’s readiness for learning to read. 
contributions of children in shared reading were related to mother-child interaction 
indirectly associated with children’s expressive vocabulary knowledge.
The limited focus on shared reading does not match with what we know about the HLEs 
of diverse families. Numerous studies into the HLEs of families from various backgrounds 
have shown that parents involve their children in a multitude of activities which may 
array of oral language activities that support literacy-related skills, such as singing songs, 
2008; Weigel, et al., 2006a; 2006b). Additionally, families carry out informal print-related 
activities other than shared reading, such as playing letter games and discussing bible 
may also engage their children in instructional print activities, such as alphabet teaching 
Sénéchal, 2006). In Chapter 2, we expanded the work by Sénéchal and colleagues and 
showed that parents not only perform direct teaching activities centered around letters 
and print, but also direct teaching activities concerning oral language, such as the teaching 




to children’s code skills, which encompass all skills necessary to interpret the code 
of written language, such as letter knowledge, word reading, and phonological skills. 
Activities focusing on the meaning of language and print, such as shared reading, 
were found to contribute to children’s meaning-related skills, which involve all skills 
necessary to understand the meaning of spoken and, eventually, written language, 
such as vocabulary knowledge, narrative knowledge, listening and text comprehension. 
Nevertheless, research outcomes concerning the relations between types of home 
activities and children’s literacy skills vary across contexts, with regards to the socio-
economic, ethnic and linguistic background of the samples (cf. Chapter 2 of this 
dissertation; Kim, 2009a; Manolitsis, Georgiou, & Parrila, 2011; Sparks & Reese, 2013). 
children in a variety of home literacy practices. An instrument should include beliefs on 
diverse relevant literacy activities, instead of focusing on shared reading beliefs only. 
In the current study, we therefore included a range of home literacy practices in our 
measurement of parental literacy beliefs.
Measuring Beliefs on Emergent Literacy Development: Including Didactic Beliefs
Besides studies focusing on parental reading beliefs, a body of research exists 
concerning parents’ beliefs on the nature of emergent literacy development. In this 
line of research, generally two types of parental perspectives on emergent literacy 
development are distinguished (Anderson, 1995; DeBaryshe, Binder, & Buell, 2000; 
& Shapiro, 2006; Torr, 2008). In the views of some parents, deciphering the written 
language code is the starting point for literacy development. To become competent 
up, such as letter knowledge, phonemic awareness and letter-sound correspondence. 
According to this perspective, children’s code skills form the core of children’s literacy 
development. We apply the term code-oriented perspective when referring to this 
view. In the views of other parents, understanding the meaning of language and 
print, rather than the way it is encoded, is the starting point for literacy development. 
meaningful interaction with others. Children’s meaning-related skills form the core 
of literacy development in this perspective. We apply the term meaning-oriented 
combine code- and meaning-oriented perspectives in their views on emergent literacy 
development (DeBaryshe et al., 2000; Evans et al., 2004; Lynch et al., 2006). Although 
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development, one must keep in mind that these are views by parents, thus laypersons’ 
perspectives, on emergent literacy development. Research on the nature of reading 
development generally acknowledges that to become competent readers, children build 
on both their meaning-oriented skills as well as their code-oriented skills (Dickinson, 
Parental didactic beliefs, that is, how parents think they should guide their children’s 
literacy development, may form another important dimension of parental literacy beliefs. 
with a preference for a formal, instructional approach on the one end, and a preference 
for a more playful, ‘child-centered’ or ‘facilitative’ method on the other (Hannon, 2000; 
2003; Stipek, Milburn, Clements, & Daniels, 1992). Home literacy practices that take an 
instructional approach are activities in which parents apply explicit instruction, such as 
teaching letter names, practicing writing, correcting a child’s language use and teaching 
that take a facilitative approach are activities in which parents expose their children 
to language and print in a more informal, playful way, such as shared reading, having 
parent-child conversations, playing letter games and citing nursery rhymes (see Chapter 
2 of this dissertation). Instructional activities may include both code-oriented practices, 
such as teaching letter names, and meaning-oriented practices, such as teaching new 
such as playing letter games, as well as meaning-oriented practices, such as parent-child 
conversations (see Chapter 2 of this dissertation). Parents may vary in how they value all 
these types of practices. Therefore, we propose that both parental beliefs on the nature 
of emergent literacy development in terms of meaning-oriented and code-oriented 
perspectives as well as parental didactic beliefs may be related to parental preferences 
for certain literacy practices.
scholars have investigated parental beliefs on play and perceived relationships between 
Mendez, 2006). Others have investigated parental didactic beliefs in the context of 
parents vary in their beliefs on the value of child-centered facilitative approaches for 




limited. In most studies on parental literacy beliefs, parental didactic beliefs have either 
not been considered (cf. DeBaryshe et al., 2000; Evans et al., 2004) or instruction has 
1995). The previously mentioned PRBI does include a subscale measuring parental 
beliefs about direct teaching, but as most authors compute a single composite score 
for the PRBI, the role of this dimension remains unclear (cf. Cottone, 2012; Curenton 
& Justice, 2008).
In their study on parental literacy beliefs and children’s home literacy environments, 
Sonnenschein and colleagues (1997) made a distinction rather similar to the facilitation-
instruction binary. They distinguished an entertainment perspective, in which literacy 
is regarded as a source of entertainment, from a skills-based perspective, in which 
literacy is viewed as a set of skills to be mastered and instructed. In the study, parents 
to read. Parents with a preference for facilitative activities, such as shared reading 
and play with print, were considered having an entertainment perspective. Parents 
were labelled as having a skills-based perspective. Sonnenschein and colleagues (1997) 
only focused on home practices involving print, while we propose that the distinction 
between instruction and facilitation is also present in activities that do not involve 
print, such as teaching your child the meaning of new words, having parent-child 
conversations and citing nursery rhymes.
In the current study, we add parental didactic beliefs to our understanding of parental 
literacy beliefs. Our instrument for measuring parental literacy beliefs allows parental 
perspective, in which either the understanding of meaning or the understanding of code 
is viewed as the basis of literacy development, but also in a preference for facilitation or 
instruction, in which parents either regard playful exposure to language and print or direct 
teaching about language and print as the best way to guide children’s literacy learning.
Other Considerations: Aiming for Deeper Understanding and an Inclusive Approach
oriented or code-oriented perspective (cf. DeBaryshe et al., 2000) and an entertainment 
versus a skills-based perspective (Sonnenschein et al., 1997), or, in studies using the 
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PRBI, placed on a continuum of low and high scores on this reading belief measure 
(cf. Gonzalez et al., 2017; Weigel, Martin & Bennet, 2006a). Parental explanations for 
their scores remain often unknown. Allowing parents to clarify their responses to 
with parental literacy beliefs and shed light on the possible (mis)alignment between 
to elaborate on their responses.
suitable for all groups of parents. Quantitative studies cited above mainly use written 
only in the majority language and contain literacy jargon, such as ‘syllables’, ‘letter-
combination sounds’, ‘world-topic-knowledge’ and ‘natural language’ (cf. DeBaryshe, & 
language, and for parents who have limited literacy skills. Given that the target groups of 
parents is highly relevant when measuring the literacy beliefs of parents participating 
intended to be suitable for all groups of parents.
Investigating Parental Literacy Beliefs in a Highly Diverse Context
Parental literacy beliefs are thought to originate in parents’ own experiences with 
literacy practices and literacy learning as children (Evans et al., 2004; Gillanders & 
Jiménez, 2004; Reese, Arauz, & Bazán, 2012; Reese & Gallimore, 2000). Such experiences 
are closely connected to parents’ schooling experiences and the culture the parents 
Latino parents in the US, Reese and Gallimore (2000) found that many parents in their 
study viewed literacy development from a cultural code-oriented model in which 
in school. This cultural model was rooted in parents’ own experiences with literacy 
learning when they were young. However, this model was not static, but subject to 




system, parents also began to value more facilitative and meaning-oriented practices, 
such as shared reading, for their children’s literacy development. Similarly, Li (2006) 
showed that middle-class Chinese parents in the US held mostly code-oriented beliefs 
on the literacy development of their children, originating in Chinese cultural conceptions 
of literacy education, in which explicit instruction of the copying of characters is the 
dominant approach to literacy teaching in schools (Wang & McBride, 2017). Yet also in 
Li’s study, parents incorporated more meaning-oriented characteristic of the US school 
system into their understanding and support of their children’s literacy development 
(Li, 2006).
Parental demographic background variables such as level of education and income, 
country of birth and home language may serve as proxy variables for parental 
experiences associated with parental literacy beliefs. Therefore, relationships can be 
expected between parental beliefs and such background variables. However, research 
on the relationships between literacy beliefs and demographic variable provides a 
complex picture. Some studies found parental beliefs to be associated with parental 
income and education. Sonnenschein et al. (1997), for example, found that parents 
with lower incomes placed more value on instructional practices such as the teaching/
practicing of letters. Similarly, in some studies code-oriented beliefs were more likely 
to be found in lower educated parents, while meaning-oriented beliefs were more likely 
Lynch et al., 2007; Stipek et al. 1992). Possibly, parents with more limited schooling 
experiences may place higher value on the technical aspects of learning how to read 
because of their own experiences with such literacy instruction as children, while 
parents exposed to more education are more experienced in and used to reading for 
meaning-oriented goals, such as reading longer texts for study purposes. Additionally, 
some studies measuring parental reading beliefs through the previously mentioned 
PRBI reported that parents with higher levels of education showed higher scores on 
the PRBI compared to parents with lower levels of education (Cottone, 2012; Curenton 
& Justice, 2008). However, other scholars did not report any relationships between 
parental education and literacy beliefs (Bingham, 2007; Evans et al. 2004). Additionally, 
there is only little research on the relationships between ethnic background or 
home language and parental literacy beliefs. Mostly, research on the role of these 
background variables has focused on literacy behavior rather than literacy beliefs. The 
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across various ethnic groups living in the same country (Boomstra, Van Dijk, Jorna, & 
Van Geert, 2013; Duren, 2006; Sawyer, Cycyk, Sandilos, & Hammer, 2018) and across 
Lawrence, & Miccio, 2007).
The research discussed above concerning relations between parental literacy beliefs 
and demographic variables is mostly situated in the northern American context, with 
the exception of the study by Boomstra and colleagues (2013). No previous study 
urban Dutch context. This context, which is the setting of the current study, can be 
characterized by a highly diverse population. In this population, many variables related 
to diversity intersect, including ethnicity, levels of education and home language (Crul, 
2016). As parents’ literacy beliefs may be shaped by parents’ own experiences with 
literacy learning, high variability in literacy beliefs can be expected in this population.
Meta-analyses such as those by Manz and colleagues (2010), Mol and colleagues 
(2008) and Sénéchal and Young (2008) showed that lower educated families and ethnic 
such programs. The current study not only explored whether the newly developed 
instrument was able to expose the variety of and nuances in parental literacy beliefs in 
a highly diverse sample, but also whether this variability was related to parental level 
of education, ethnicity and home language.
Purpose of the Study
In the current study, we examined the use of a newly developed instrument to measure 
instrument included parental literacy beliefs on a wide variety of home literacy practices 
and focused both on parental beliefs on the nature of children’s literacy development 
as well as on their didactic beliefs. Additionally, the instrument allowed for analysis of 




1. What does the new instrument reveal about the types of literacy activities parents 
prefer?
2. What beliefs possibly underlying these preferences does the instrument expose:
oriented perspective?
instructional perspective?
c. What other beliefs does the instrument expose?
instructive)?
3. Does the instrument expose relations between parental preferences and parental 
education, home language, and country of birth?
Methods
Participants
The participants were 35 parents, divided over eight schools, with children who were 
second year kindergartners (age in months M = 69.5, SD = 3.1), enrolled in a Dutch family 
literacy program named Early Education at Home (EEH; Dutch Youth Institute, 2020). See 
Table 3.1 for an overview of the participants’ characteristics. Mostly mothers participated 
(n = 32) and in one case the interview was conducted with the mother together with the 
mother’s partner, who was not the child’s father. Over a third of the parents had low 
the parents were born outside the Netherlands. Dutch was the only home language in less 
than a third of the families, in the other families Dutch as an additional language or only 
Suriname, a former colony of the Netherlands), Turkish and Moroccan Arabic (languages 
spoken by the largest groups of immigrants in the Netherlands).
Measures
Parental literacy beliefs
To investigate parental literacy beliefs, we developed a new instrument based on a 
we explored a conceptualization of parent-child home literacy activities, that distinguished 
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code-oriented from meaning-oriented activities and instructional from facilitative 
describing a parent-child home literacy activity that was either meaning-oriented or code-
types of home literacy practices in the current study, we selected from each of the four 
selection to eight activities to limit the complexity of the instrument. In a semi-structured 
interview, parents were presented eight cards, each displaying a picture of a home literacy 
reading, teaching your child (the meaning of) new words, and correcting your child when 
letter games, citing nursery rhymes, teaching your child the alphabet, and practicing 
letter writing. Of the above-mentioned activities, four adopted an instructional teaching 
approach, namely teaching your child (the meaning of) new words, correcting your child 
when s/he uses a wrong word, teaching your child the alphabet, and practicing the writing 
of letters. The other four activities adopted a facilitative approach, namely talking with 
your child, shared reading, playing letter games, and citing nursery rhymes. See Table 
3.2 for a visual display.
Table 3.1 
Participant Characteristics
Characteristic Amount (percentage of total sample)
Parents N = 35 (100%)
 Mother n = 31 (89%)
n = 3 (8 %)
 Mother and mothers’ partner (not father of child) n = 1 (3%
Interview language
 Dutch n = 31 (89%)
 Dutch and English n = 2 (5%)
 Moroccan Arabic (with interpreter) n = 1 (3 %)
 Portuguese (with interpreter) n = 1 (3%)
Parental Education
 Lowa n = 13 (37%)
 Middleb n = 15 (43%)
 Highc n = 6 (17 %)






Characteristic Amount (percentage of total sample)
Country of birth
 Netherlands n = 24 (69%)
 Another country n = 11 (31%)
Language spoken to child
 Dutch only n = 10 (29%)
 Dutch and other language(s) n = 17 (48%)
 Only other language(s) n = 8 (23%)
Child’s age (in months) M = 69.5, SD = 3.1
Gender child
 Boys n = 20 (57%)
 Girls n = 15 (43%)
a No education, primary and /or prevocational secondary education
b Senior general secondary education or pre-university education, and/or secondary vocational education
c Higher professional education or university degree
d Parent did not indicate educational level.
if necessary. Next, the interviewer asked the parent: “Could you rank these activities in 
order of importance for children’s literacy development? It does not matter what you 
actually do at home with your child, but what you think is most important for stimulating 
children’s literacy development. There are no right or wrong answers, it is your opinion”. 
important for children’s literacy development?”, “why did you place this activity in the 
second position?” invited the parents to explain their ordering. A copy of the instrument 
is included in Appendix A.
In applying this instrument, we distinguished between parental preferences in 
supporting children’s literacy development at home and parental beliefs underlying 
those preferences. Parental preferences are operationalized as the ranking of the eight 
activities in the ranking task. Parental beliefs are operationalized as the explanations 
parents provide for their rankings. After ranking, each of the eight activities was given 
position a score of two points et cetera. Based on these rank scores, variables were 
computed representing a meaning-oriented preference, a code-oriented preference, 
a preference for instruction and a preference for facilitation. These variables were 
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formed by averaging the scores for each of the items that represented the variables 
implicit teaching was computed by taking the mean of the scores for the four activities 
representing implicit teaching. Lower scores represent a stronger preference for a 
certain type of activity. Scores on each variable ranged from 2.5 ([1 + 2 + 3 + 4] / 4) to 
6.5 ([5 + 6 + 7 + 8] / 4) points.
The scores on these variables allowed us to classify parental preferences according to 
the four categories of beliefs (meaning-oriented, code-oriented, instruction, facilitation). 
literacy practices and whether these were beliefs on the nature of emergent literacy 
development, didactic beliefs or possibly other types of beliefs.
Table 3.2 
Home Practices Included in the Ranking Task
Facilitative practices Instructional practices
Meaning-oriented practices Talking with your child Teaching your child new words/concepts
Shared reading Correcting your child when s/he used a word 
incorrectly
Code-oriented practices Playing letter games Teaching your child the alphabet
Citing nursery rhymes Practicing the writing of letters with your child
Demographic information
of families’ characteristics).
Parental education. Parental education was operationalized as the highest educational 
level obtained by the respondent. Levels were low (no education, primary and /or 
prevocational secondary education), middle (senior general secondary education or 
pre-university education, and/or secondary vocational education), and high (higher 
professional education or university degree).
Child’s age. Child’s age was measured by asking parents to indicate the birth date of their 




Home language. Parents were asked what language(s) they spoke with their child. 
Parents indicated whether they spoke only Dutch, Dutch and (an)other language(s) or 
only (an)other language(s) at home with their child.
Country of birth. Parents were asked to indicate their country of birth. Their responses 
were coded as a dichotomous variable (0 = Netherlands, 1 = other country).
Procedure
EEH
EEH aims to improve children’s linguistic, socio-emotional and cognitive abilities by 
enhancing their home literacy environment. The program is a combination of a home- 
the current study, the children and their parents had been enrolled in EEH for 15 months. 
EEH’s thematic approach matches the curriculum of early childhood education in the 
Netherlands. The kindergarten curriculum targets emergent literacy development, 
but focuses on meaning-related skills. According to this curriculum, children should 
know approximately 7000 (Dutch) words receptively and 3500 words productively, 
letters correspond to sounds and have mastered the Dutch phonological system, before 
entering Grade 1 (Stichting Leerplan Ontwikkeling, 2010). In EEH, every four to six weeks 
the kindergarten invites parents for parent meetings, where they receive materials 
(prompting boards, picture books, craft work) to take home. The program philosophy 
can be characterized as meaning-oriented and facilitative: very limited attention is 
paid to the code of print, while most activities aim to promote children’s meaning-
oriented skills, such as listening comprehension skills and vocabulary knowledge. All 
activities have a playful, facilitative format; direct instruction activities are no part of 
the program. Parents are encouraged to follow a facilitative approach in conducting 
program activities.
Sampling procedure
The sample of the current study consisted of randomly selected parents who received 
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intervention, resulting in a sample of 40 parents. After selection, the child’s teacher 
asked parents whether they would agree to take part. The teacher explained the aim 
of the project and communicated that the family would receive a gift card of 20 euros 
for participating. If parents did not agree to take part, another family was randomly 
selected and approached. Due to the many rejections by parents to take part in the 
project (based on various reasons: no time, personal circumstances, parents did not 
want to be audio-recorded, teachers were not able to reach parents, no reason), 76 
parents were approached, but only 36 agreed to take part. The limited willingness for 
participation has been observed before in similar populations with families with lower 
education and country of birth, home language and child’s age between the group of 
parents who agreed to take part and parents who did not. Additionally, one parent was 
obtained from these parents.
Data collection
Parents were asked whether they would prefer to do the interview in Dutch, in English, 
or in their home language with the aid of an interpreter. Thirty-three parents indicated 
they preferred to conduct the interview in Dutch, of which two parents switched to 
English during the interview. Two parents preferred to conduct the interview in their 
home language (Moroccan Arabic and Portuguese). These interviews were conducted 
with the aid of interpreters.
Training of research assistants
and additional individual coaching, the research assistants were trained in interview 
Coding of parent interviews
Coding of parental responses on the parental belief instrument was conducted by the 





To address RQ 1 (what does the new instrument reveal about the types of literacy activities 
to combine inductive coding with deductive coding (Schreier, 2012). QCA is characterized 
building coding frame, trying coding, modifying coding frame, main analysis and reporting 
results. Both theory-driven and data-driven codes can be used in the coding scheme, 
to increase validity. QCA leads to data reduction because it summarizes larger data 
fragments into categories (codes) (Schreier, 2012).
possible. In addition, clear descriptions of codes and sub-codes were provided (see Table 
3.4). Second, all data were coded for the second time, using the adapted code scheme. If 
author and the third author. Disagreements in coding were inspected, discussed and 
To address RQ3 (does the instrument expose relations between parental preferences 
and parental education, home language, and country of birth?) correlational analyses 
literacy beliefs, parental birth country and parental education, we examined 
correlations. Because the distribution of most variables was non-normal, the sample 
size was small and contained a relatively large number of tied ranks (due to the variables 
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non-normality and is suitable for small data sets with a large number of tied ranks 
distinguishing monolingual Dutch parents from parents speaking both Dutch and other 
languages at home with their children, and from parents who speak no Dutch at home 
at all, a correlational analysis was not appropriate. To explore how these three language 
with speakers of Dutch and (an)other language(s). In the second set, we compared 
monolingual Dutch speakers with parents who did not speak Dutch at home with their 
children and in the third set we compared parents who spoke Dutch and (an)other 
language(s) at home to parents who did not speak Dutch at home with their children.
Results
Parental Preferences: Ranking Task Scores
for children’s emergent literacy development were analyzed. Based on these rankings 
we computed four variables: a variable representing a preference for meaning-
oriented activities, a variable representing a preference for code-oriented activities, 
a variable representing a preference for instructional activities and a variable 
representing a preference for the facilitative activities (RQ1). Overall, parents showed 
a general preference for meaning-oriented activities: meaning-oriented practices 
received higher rankings than code practices. Talking with your child was ranked 
in the top two positions by more than 82% of the sample, for shared reading this 
was 57% (Table 3.3). Generally, facilitative activities received higher positions than 
instructional activities, indicating a preference towards a facilitative approach in 
this sample. Additionally, in the category of meaning-oriented practices, facilitative 
activities received higher positions than instructional activities. In the category of 
code-oriented practices the picture is less clear: playing letter games received higher 
rankings than code-oriented instructional activities, but citing nursery rhymes was on 
average perceived as least important for children’s emergent literacy development. 
literacy activities included in the ranking task, the mean rankings of each of the 
activities, and the descriptive statistics of the four aggregate variables representing 
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Parental Beliefs: Explanations Provided for Preferences
‘activities support children’s skill development’, ‘activities support children’s wellbeing’, 
‘parental beliefs on children’s learning’, ‘parent factors’ and ‘other’. This last category 
consisted of all explanations that we could not interpret or that did not provide a clear 
and the number of parents that mentioned explanations belonging to these (sub)
categories, see Table 3.4. Below, each of the main categories of beliefs with underlying 
subcategories are described in more detail. In this description, we focused on whether 
(RQ2a), a distinction between facilitative and instructional perspectives (RQ2b) and 
possibly other types of beliefs (RQ2c). Additionally, we described whether and how 
mostly for meaning-oriented and others mostly for code-oriented activities, and some 
explanations mostly for instructional activities and others mostly for facilitative activities 
types are mentioned for each activity type (meaning, code, instruction, facilitation).
Table 3.4 
Coding Scheme for Types of Explanations for the Ranking of the Home Practices in the Ranking Task






language skills, such as vocabulary, listening comprehension, 
26
Stimulate code skills
knowledge, word decoding, reading, phonological awareness
14
Stimulate learning (general) 9
Stimulate imagination 4
Stimulate social skills












parent and child in parent-child contact, importance of knowing 
child, importance of child feeling safe with parent, importance of 
stimulating relation of trust between parent and child
24
4
Play to relax / as reward for learning
as an instrument to have children relax or to reward children
8
Parental beliefs on 
children’s learning
Learning/teaching depends on child’s characteristics (interests/ 
age / development)
23
Importance of play-based learning / enjoyment/interest of child 
in learning activity
18
Teaching / learning occurs automatically/naturally
learning that occurs naturally, automatically (without the need to 
explicitly address the skills being learned)
17
some activities/skills (should) occur before others, and /or to. either 
home practices that are conditional/foundational to continue with 
other home practices or to skills that are conditional/foundational 
for the learning of other skills.
14
Importance of parent teaching 13
Learning/teaching happens at school/ not at home 13
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Table 3.4 
(continued)
Main categories Subcategories Mentioned by nr. 
of parents
Parental beliefs on 
children’s learning
School is not enough for learning




activities based on 
parent factors
Parental insecurity.
performing certain learning activities well
7
Parental preferences
dislikes in performing certain learning activities.
8
Practical
the perceived importance of a learning activity.
2
Other Other activities are more important 7
No or unclear motivation 10
Table 3.5 
Frequency of Types of Explanations Mentioned for Each Activity Type (Meaning, Code, Instruction, Facilitation)












Stimulate oral language skills 39 2 6 35
Stimulate code skills 9 12 10 11
Stimulate learning (general) 10 1 3 8
Stimulate imagination 4 4




Enhance parent-child relationship 28 1, 2a 29, 2a
4a 4a




Learning/teaching depends on 
child’s characteristics (interests/ age 
/ development)
13 37 27 23
Importance of play-based learning 
/ enjoyment/interest of child in 
learning activity
7 16, 1a 2, 1a 21
Teaching / learning occurs 
automatically/naturally
11 10 19 2
8 9 7 10

















Learning/teaching happens at 
school/ not at home
22 14 8
Importance of evaluating child’s level 
of development
4 4





Parental insecurity 4 5 7 2
Parental preferences 4 4 2 6
Practical 2 1 1
Other Other activities are more important 3 6 2 7
No or unclear motivation 6 5 5 6
activity type. Parents could mention the same type of explanations several times for several activities.
a Numbers marked with a
two parents stated that the code-oriented facilitative activity playing letter games does not enhance 
parent-child relationship and four parents stated that instructional activities are counterproductive in 
Activities support children’s skill development
In the category of skill development, parents viewed the activities as a means to 
stimulate the development of certain skills. The support of meaning-related skills, 
the ranking task: “[about talking] Talking is very important. It stimulates understanding 
2 (mother, 
middle educated, speaks both Dutch and other language with child, born outside the 
Netherlands).
Stimulation of meaning-related skills was mentioned across all activity types, although 
n = 39) and facilitative activities 
(n = 35) than for code-oriented (n = 2) and instructional (n = 6) activities. This suggests 
2
cases we needed to adapt the literal formulations of the parents. Grammatical errors were corrected 
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that parents are knowledgeable of the opportunities of activities such as shared reading 
to stimulate children’s meaning-related skills. In the two cases that parents perceived a 
code-oriented activity to be stimulating for meaning-related skills, they were referring 
to citing nurse rhymes. When designing the ranking task, we categorized citing nursery 
rhymes as a code activity, because this type of activity targets children’s phonological 
abilities, has been related to children’s code skills (Levy, Gong, Hessels, Evans, & Jared, 
2006) and has been previously categorized as a code activity (see Chapter 2 of this 
dissertation). However, these two parents perceived citing nursery rhymes as an activity 
similar to shared reading:
[about citing nursery rhymes] I don’t think it is more important than shared 
reading, in both activities you encounter words and sentences, but more in a 
singing way. And during this [shared reading] in a talking way, but I think it comes 
down to the same thing in learning. (Mother, middle-educated, monolingual Dutch, 
born in the Netherlands)
The support of code skills was mentioned by nearly half of the parents. The stimulation 
n = 12) and 
meaning-oriented activities (n = 9). This appears to be a result of parents’ perception 
that shared reading is (also) a way to expose children to and teach them about letters 
and reading: “They look at the book when I read. I think shared reading is very important 
because they see many letters, that will stick in their minds” [mother, middle-educated, 
monolingual Dutch, born in the Netherlands]. Two parents also perceived the activity 
talking with your child as a way for children to learn about letters:
Talking is important, because already when the child is still in your belly you talk 
to it. So, you’re already talking to your child. And then, when you talk, the child 
starts to form letters, words. The system, it’s already in the system. (Mother, 
middle-educated, speaks both Dutch and other language, born outside the 
Netherlands)
The inclusion of a wider range of home literacy practices in our measurement of parental 
literacy beliefs, contrary to a narrow focus on shared reading, provided a more nuanced 
view of the theoretical binary of meaning- versus code-oriented practices. Above-




perceived to stimulate meaning-oriented skills, whereas meaning-oriented practices, 
such as talking and shared reading, can also be perceived to stimulate code skills.
In addition, the stimulation of learning in general, stimulation of imagination and the 
stimulation of social skills were mentioned to explain rankings. These additional skills 
were only or mostly mentioned for meaning-oriented activities, indicating that if parents 
literacy development, while meaning-oriented activities may serve several goals, 
beyond the domain of literacy: “[about shared reading] During shared reading, whether 
in Dutch or in the mother tongue, they take up many things. During shared reading, a 
whole world of imagination opens up” (mother, middle educated, speaks both Dutch 
and other language with child, born outside the Netherlands).
Parents’ elaborations thus allow for an understanding of parental beliefs that is 
perspective. Our data show that parents not only appreciate meaning-oriented practices 
for their possible contribution to their children’s literacy development, but also because 
they may contribute to skills and abilities in other domains than literacy development, 
such as social skills, learning in general and children’s imagination.
Support of children’s wellbeing
of children’s wellbeing. Stimulating the parent-child relationship was mentioned 
child relationship was mentioned only for facilitative activities (n =29) and mostly 
for meaning-oriented activities (n = 28). Apparently, according to parents, facilitative 
learning activities do not only serve children’s learning, but also provide opportunities 
to invest in a good relationship with their child.
[about shared reading] I just know what a great feeling it is when you create a 
moment together with your child and you see how your child enjoys it. And you 
can do so many things during shared-reading, because mom loosens up, she 
loosens up. And after reading she tells you things, that she maybe wouldn’t have 
told before reading. And it’s just our moment, I think it’s so important. (Mother, 
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middle-educated, speaks both Dutch and other language, born outside the 
Netherlands)
was mentioned for instructional activities only, but in all these cases parents indicated 
that instructional activities may be decreasing rather than promoting children’s self-
you don’t do it all the time, like just now, I didn’t. Because if you do it all the time, a 
child will become insecure, I think. (Mother, middle-educated, monolingual Dutch, 
born in the Netherlands)
as opposed to play as a learning activity. This motive was mentioned only for code 
activities, and mostly for facilitative activities. These parents viewed code-oriented 
facilitative activities as play-only activities rather than learning activities. A mother 
explains why rhyming with her child is least important in her ranking of activities. 
[about rhyming] Always, a child has to play, a child has to have to have fun, but 
a child has to take the education serious. It’s very, very important. You have to 
your fun. (mother, middle-educated, speaks no Dutch with child, born outside 
the Netherlands)
However, other parents indicated that code-oriented facilitative activities were not 
suitable for children to relax. They perceived them as too educational, instead of as 
“fun” play activities:
[about playing letter games] I think a child should be able to just relax without 
learning. If it would be really necessary, if she would lag behind in school for 
example and the teacher would ask me to do things at home, yes, then I would 




educational games. (Mother, middle-educated, monolingual Dutch, born in the 
Netherlands)
Parental elaborations showed here that the distinction between code- and meaning-
oriented and instructional and facilitative activities cannot only be explained by 
parents’ ideas on how a child best develops literacy skills. Parental preferences for 
certain practices may for a large part be explained by the extent to which parents 
believe those practices to provide opportunities for stimulating children’s well-being, 
rewarding children, or having children relax in play.
Parental beliefs on children’s learning
A common factor amongst all explanations belonging to this category is that they 
provide information about how parents view the process of their children’s learning and 
nature of children’s learning were given across all activity types. Parental beliefs in 
perspectives. Some parents viewed code-oriented instructional activities as conditional 
for further literacy development to occur: “[about teaching the alphabet] You have to 
learn, to write, to read, it’s important. But once you know abcd, you’ll learn how to 
write and read” (mother, middle-educated, speaks no Dutch with child, born outside 
the Netherlands). This type of reasoning is in line with a code-oriented perspective, 
in which code skills are viewed as the starting point of literacy development. Other 
step for further learning to occur:
[about talking with your child] I think that by talking much with your child, 
you’ll teach him to name and explain things, increase vocabulary, and that he 
from that with shared reading, but also with writing. (Mother, higher educated, 
monolingual Dutch, born in the Netherlands)
Teaching and learning being dependent on the children’s individual characteristics, such 
main category, indicating that parents in this sample acknowledge the importance of being 
sensitive and responsive to their children’s needs. Parental elaborations in this subcategory 
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code activities (n = 37) than for meaning-oriented activities (n 
indicate that parents believe that engagement in code activities is important only when 
these activities match their children’s interests or developmental stage.
[about practicing writing] I think the children will tell you, or really show you when 
they are ready to start to write. If they don’t want, for example, I think we have 
to give them time, with the fun, like the games with the letters and then to start 
writing. (Mother, higher educated, speaks no Dutch with child, born outside the 
Netherlands)
children’s literacy development than code activities (see Table 3.3), the child’s interests 
or developmental stage may be viewed as less crucial.
A reason why parents in this sample on average prefer meaning-oriented activities over 
code-oriented activities, is that, according to the parents, it is primarily the school’s 
responsibility to teach children code skills. This explanation type was mentioned by 
thirteen parents and was mentioned only for code-activities (n = 22).
at school and afterwards I can help at home. But for now, this can start in school. 
level unknown, speaks both Dutch and other language with child, born outside 
the Netherlands)
In contrast, two parents indicated explicitly that school is not enough for the teaching of 
code skills: extra time and support at home was perceived necessary. Such explanations 
of talking with your child:
And then I know when he explains it, sometimes he doesn’t feel like it, but then you 
know, you hear how far he is, what kind of things he says, how he formulates his 




was, certainly, but I also ask him that to listen whether he makes correct sentences. 
(Mother, middle-educated, mono-lingual Dutch, born in the Netherlands)
Elaborations in this subcategory indicate that some parents view themselves as 
gatekeepers of their children’s literacy development.
of parental responses. Parents’ emphasis on the importance of children’s enjoyment 
activities and nearly only for facilitative activities: “[about playing letter games] If you 
tell children ‘go write this down’, because I did that with her, she doesn’t like it. But if 
I make a game of it, she likes it” (mother, middle-educated, speaks both Dutch and 
other language with child, born outside the Netherlands). This parent compares the 
instructional approach with a facilitative, child-centered approach, in favor of the latter. 
In contrast, some parents emphasized the importance of direct instruction for children’s 
learning: “[about correcting your child] Sometimes he tells a story and then he forgets 
something, and then you have to correct him, so he knows he did something wrong. By 
making mistakes he’ll learn better, learn the language better” (mother, lower-educated, 
speaks both Dutch and other language with child, born outside the Netherlands).
Parents referred to the importance of instruction only when speaking about instructional 
activities, except for two parents. These parents compared an instructional approach to 
a facilitative approach, in favor of the former, when explaining why they perceived letter 
games, a facilitative activity, as less important for children’s literacy development:
[about letter games] Well…, games. What I did, and I still do. I just write down 
then I’ll correct her how she should write. That way she learns best, by writing 
herself. The more she practices, the better she writes. Instead of games, in which 
she only sees the letters but doesn’t really practice herself in writing. (Mother, 
middle-educated, speaks both Dutch and other language with child, born outside 
the Netherlands)
The belief that certain skills come naturally to children or that the teaching of particular 
skills happens automatically during other types of activities, generally implies that no 
extra support at home was perceived necessary:
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[about practicing writing] Because writing will come naturally. You can teach him 
how to write now and then, but writing will come with time. He will start coloring 
and playing and then writing will come naturally. Like, by moving his hands, he 
will learn how to write. (mother, lower-educated, speaks both Dutch and other 
language with child, born outside the Netherlands)
The belief that direct instruction is unnecessary because literacy learning occurs 
automatically and naturally was expressed mostly in the context of instructional 
activities (n = 19) and only twice in the context of facilitative activities. This implies 
that instructional activities were not regarded as essential for literacy development, as 
literacy development was perceived to happen unconsciously. This, in turn, may explain 
the inclination towards a facilitative approach in this sample.
However, instructional and facilitative beliefs may not be mutually exclusive, as many 
parents who referred to the importance of direct teaching for instructional activities, also 
emphasized the importance of children’s enjoyment and play in learning when talking 
about facilitative activities. This indicates that the context in which learning occurs may 
determine parents’ preferences for certain didactic approaches. By asking parents how 
Importance of activities based on parent factors
In the category of ‘parent factors’, beliefs associated with parental preferences 
referred to certain characteristics of parents (rather than characteristics of children’s 
development). This category contained expressions of parental insecurity in performing 
certain activities into daily family life and parents’ own preferences for certain types of 
activities. Most of the reasons in this category were mentioned across activity types. 
Parental insecurity was only referred to when speaking about instructional activities 
or when speaking about citing nursery rhymes, indicating that these kinds of activities 
[about correcting your child] You can correct your child, but my problem is, I 
struggle a lot with ‘de, het, dat, dit’3, so I could correct, but actually I don’t know 
3 ‘De, het, dit, dat’ are Dutch articles and demonstrative pronouns. Which word should be used depends 




how to do it myself all the time. (Mother, lower educated, speaks both Dutch and 
other language with child, born outside the Netherlands)
Associations between Parental Preferences and Demographic Variables
In this section, we describe the results of our exploration of associations between 
parental literacy preferences and parental education, country of birth and home 
three language groups show that parents who did not speak Dutch at home perceived 
more important compared to parents speaking both Dutch and another language. 
Monolingual Dutch parents and parents who spoke both Dutch and other languages 
oriented activities. See Table 3.7 for the results of all Mann Whitney U tests.
Table 3.6 
Demographic Background Variables
N Min Max M SD 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 Meaning-oriented 
perspective a
35 2.50 5.33 3.46 .81 1.00 -1.00** .34* -.26 .09 -.15
2 Code-oriented 
perspective a
35 3.67 6.50 5.54 .81 -1.00** 1.00 -.34* .26 -.09 .15
3 Instructional approach a 34 3.50 6.50 5.10 .76 .34* -.34* 1.00 -1.00** -.18 .08
4  a 35 2.50 5.50 3.93 .77 -.26 .26 -1.00** 1.00 .20 -.12
5 Migrant background 35 .00 1.00 .69 .47 .09 -.09 -.18 .20 1.00 -.28
6 Educational level 34 1.00 3.00 1.79 .73 -.15 .15 .08 -.12 -.28 1.00
a Lower scores represent a stronger parental preference for this perspective/approach. * p < .05, ** p < .01
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Table 3.7 
Tests Language groups Preference Mdn a N U p r
Set 1 Monolingual Dutch 3.5 10 70 -.76 .46 -.15
Dutch and other 
language(s)
3.5 17
Monolingual Dutch Instruction 5.5 10 70 -.53 .61 -.10
Dutch and other 
language(s)
5.5 17
Monolingual Dutch Meaning-oriented 
perspective
3.3 10 82 -.16 .89 -.03
Dutch and other 
language(s)
3.5 17
Monolingual Dutch Code-oriented 
perspective
5.8 10 82 -.16 .89 -.03
Dutch and other 
language(s)
5.5 17
Set 2 Monolingual Dutch 3.5 10 12 -2.51 .01* -.59
Only other language(s) 4.5 8
Monolingual Dutch Instruction 5.5 10 12 -2.51 .01* -.59
Only other language(s) 4.5 8
Monolingual Dutch Meaning-oriented 
perspective
3.3 10 38 -.18 .88 -.04
Only other language(s) 3.6 8
Monolingual Dutch Code-oriented 
perspective
5.8 10 38 -.18 .88 -.04
Only other language(s) 5.4 8
Set 3 Dutch and other 
language(s)
3.5 17 38.5 -1.73 .08 -.35
Only other language 4.5 8
Dutch and other 
language(s)
Instruction 5.5 17 31.5 -2.01 .04* -.40
Only other language(s) 4.5 8




3.5 17 67.5 -.03 .99 -.01
Only other language(s) 3.6 8




5.5 17 67.5 -.03 .99 -.01
Only other language(s) 5.4 8





The aim of the current study was to examine the use of a newly developed instrument for 
measuring parental literacy beliefs in a highly diverse sample of parents, participating 
extent parental preferences for certain home literacy practices were associated with 
beliefs on emergent literacy development (code- vs. meaning-oriented perspectives) 
and didactic beliefs (instruction vs. facilitation), or possibly with other beliefs. Second, 
set in the highly diverse context of urban parts of the Netherlands, we investigated 
whether parental literacy preferences were related to parental demographic variables. 
The instrument proved to be capable of exposing the nature of and nuances in parental 
literacy beliefs in a diverse sample. The instrument was able to reveal that parents in 
this sample generally preferred meaning-oriented practices in supporting children’s 
literacy development compared to code-oriented practices and that they preferred 
facilitative activities compared to instructional activities. Additionally, the instrument 
revealed that parents used a variety of motives to explain their preferences, some 
beliefs. A major strength of the instrument was its ability to expose a range of parental 
showed stronger preferences for instructional activities and weaker preferences for 
facilitative activities compared to parents who did speak Dutch with their children.
The study contributes to the literature on parental literacy beliefs in three ways. 
between code- and meaning-oriented perspectives on literacy development, namely 
didactic approach, which contrasts parental preferences for either a facilitative or an 
instructive stance to literacy teaching (Hannon, 2000; Sonnenschein et al., 1997). Our 
parents indeed expressed facilitative or instructional beliefs when they motivate their 
importance of children’s enjoyment and play in learning, which matches a facilitative 
of directly instructing their children about language and print. In most research on 
parental literacy beliefs, didactic beliefs are generally not included or instructional 
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meaning-oriented beliefs (Anderson, 1995; Evans et al., 2004). Our results show that 
didactic beliefs in terms of instruction and facilitation form a separate dimension of 
parental literacy beliefs next to parental beliefs on the nature of emergent literacy 
development, in terms of code- and meaning-oriented perspectives. We thus suggest 
literacy beliefs.
et al., 2000; Hannon, 2000; Lynch et al., 2006; Sonnenschein et al., 1997) were not that 
clear-cut in practice. Most parents in our sample did not exclusively express either 
code- or meaning-oriented beliefs or either facilitative or instructional beliefs. Many 
explaining the importance of shared reading, but the same parent could emphasize an 
instructional approach when discussing the importance of correcting your children or 
practicing writing. This is in line with studies into parental literacy beliefs that also found 
groups of parents who do not restrict themselves to one perspective, but combine 
several views (Evans et al., 2004; Lynch et al., 2006, Sonnenschein et al., 1997). Including 
of activities.
learning and literacy development is not a central element, are related to parental 
preferences in supporting children’s literacy development. Examples are parental ideas 
about the child’s well-being, in particular the parent-child relationship (Aram, Meidan, 
also Hoover-Dempsey et al., 2005; Newland et al., 2011, Pelletier & Brent, 2002). Our 
exploratory approach made it possible to expose such beliefs.
Parental Literacy Beliefs
Parents in this sample were in general more inclined towards meaning-oriented and 




for the preference for a meaning-oriented approach. Code activities were seen by more 
than a third part of the sample as the school’s responsibility instead of the parents’, 
whereas many parents viewed stimulating oral language skills as an important goal of 
home literacy practices, a goal that was mentioned almost exclusively for meaning-
oriented practices. Another reason for a preference for meaning-oriented activities 
skills. This reason was most often provided when explaining a lack in preference for 
code activities. In contrast, meaning-oriented activities such as talking with your child 
and shared reading were generally perceived as important regardless of the child’s 
on the importance of enjoyment and play in learning. Instruction may be seen as less 
important, as parents reasoned that instruction occurs automatically during facilitative 
in facilitative activities.
Parents mentioned three explanations for their preferences for home literacy practices 
skills, learning/teaching being dependent on children’s development and interests 
and stimulation of the parent-child relationship. As indicated above, the attention for 
oral language development implies that parents are knowledgeable of opportunities 
to stimulate children’s oral language development and that this domain of literacy 
development is valued by them.
The importance of responding to children’s characteristics for learning and teaching 
was expressed by most parents. This shows that the parents in the sample acknowledge 
of literacy beliefs and practices of low-income families in the US. Mothers in their study 
reported that their engagement in literacy activities varied with their child’s reading 
interest. The emphasis on responding to your child’s characteristics is also in line with 
work by Mesman and colleagues (2016), who showed that parents across cultures view 
parental responsiveness as a characteristic of the ideal parent.
More than two thirds of the sample mentioned enhancing the parent-child relationship 
as a goal of facilitative home literacy activities. Apparently, aspects of parental beliefs in 
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which the child’s literacy development is not a key element are also related to parental 
literacy beliefs. The above-mentioned study by Mesman and colleagues (2016) showed 
of the ideal parent. Similarly, Aram et al. (2016) found in their study on parental literacy 
beliefs in an Israeli sample of home- and regular-schooled kindergartners that all 
found in their study on parental literacy beliefs of parents participating in a Head Start 
program that a considerable number of parents mentioned spending time with their 
children and being encouraging as a way to promote children’s literacy development. 
parents as an important goal of facilitative teaching activities.
Associations Between Preferences and Home Language
In the current study, parents who did not speak Dutch at home with their children 
showed stronger preferences for instructional activities compared to monolingual 
Dutch parents and parents who spoke both Dutch and another language with their 
children. They also showed weaker preferences for facilitative activities compared to 
and didactic preferences. Of the twenty-four parents who were born outside the 
Netherlands, sixteen spoke Dutch as an additional language with their children at home. 
Possibly, the degree of acculturation to the Dutch educational system may explain 
the relationship between home language and didactic preferences (Berry, Kim, Power, 
Young, & Bujaki, 1989; Durand, 2011). Several studies have suggested that parents’ own 
Li, 2006; Reese, Arauz, & Bazán, 2012; Reese & Gallimore, 2000). In addition, contact 
with school teachers and exposure to children’s school system have been related to 
changes in literacy beliefs of parents with a migrant background (Li, 2006; Reese et al., 
2012; Reese & Gallimore, 2000). The Dutch educational system can be characterized 
by a constructivist approach to learning, pupil centered, and an emphasis on pupil 
2003). Possibly, parents who spoke no Dutch with their children at home may have 
been less acculturated to the Dutch school system than parents who spoke Dutch as 





families may be explained by a misalignment between program principles and the literacy 
beliefs of these families. Our results indicate that the alignment between program 
principles of the meaning-oriented, facilitative program Early Education at Home and 
the non-Dutch speaking parents is less optimal, compared to alignment with Dutch-
speaking parents. The non-Dutch speaking parents thus participate in a program that 
advocates an approach to literacy learning that may not fully match parents’ own beliefs 
between their own beliefs and the program they participate in as problematic. If this 
misalignments. Possibly, explicitly introducing the program philosophy and the intended 
program more inclusive would be to include relevant code-oriented and instructional 
activities to the program in addition to the meaning-oriented and facilitative activities, 
to guarantee the program is perceived as meaningful by all parents.
Limitations
family literacy program conducted in schools located in urban areas of the Netherlands. 
Program participation in EEH can be regarded as a limitation of the study. This program 
mostly takes a facilitative, meaning-oriented approach. The program may thus have 
parents also scored highest on preferences for meaning-oriented facilitative activities, 
rejected participation in the research. Although parents in our sample represented 
all kinds of backgrounds and the sample was comparable with the main sample of 
the larger study concerning the demographic background of the participants, it is 
the parents included in the sample. Third, our instrument only included eight home 
such as craftwork, puzzles, and outdoor games, would have revealed additional aspects 
of parental literacy beliefs.
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Directions for Future Research
Based on the outcomes of this study some directions for future research can be 
formulated. 
instrument. Although results seem promising, future studies should further validate this 
instrument. Second, the role of cultural and linguistic background and acculturation in 
shaping parental literacy beliefs should be further examined, as these may be factors 
multilingualism in supporting their children’s literacy development. When referring to 
parental insecurity for example, some parents mentioned that they could not perform 
certain instructional activities in Dutch, such as correcting your child, and other parents 
mentioned that they did not know how to perform certain activities with their children 
examine the role of cultural and linguistic background in parental beliefs about what 
is important in supporting children’s literacy development.
Third, research indicates that parental beliefs are not static, but subject to change. 
literacy beliefs (Reese et al., 2012; Reese & Gallimore, 2000). Another crucial factor 
may be the child (Sawyer et al., 2016). Nearly all parents in this study indicated that the 
importance of teaching certain skills depended on the children’s characteristics, such as 
their level of development and literacy interest. Research into parental literacy beliefs, 
preferably in longitudinal designs, should consider the dynamic nature of literacy beliefs 
and investigate which factors may generate changes in parental literacy beliefs.
Implications for Practice
beliefs of parents participating in programs. The current study provided an indication of 
a possible mismatch between program principles and non-Dutch speaking parents, as 




parents on their beliefs concerning what is important in supporting their children’s 
literacy development at home.
Conclusion
The current study showed that a new, brief instrument that is relatively easy to use in 
interviews with a diverse group of parents was able to expose the variety and nuance 
in the literacy beliefs of diverse parents participating in a Dutch family literacy program. 
The instrument revealed that in this particular sample parents viewed meaning-oriented 
and facilitative home literacy activities as most important for stimulating children’s 
of children’s literacy development and on didactic approaches. However, also aspects 
of parental beliefs beyond these two dimensions, such as the importance of a good 
parent-child relationship, seemed to inform parental literacy beliefs. Additionally, the 
study showed that parents who did not speak the majority language to their child at 
further research into what shapes parental literacy beliefs.
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Summary and General Discussion
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Chapter 6
The current dissertation aimed to increase knowledge on factors associated with 
contexts: children’s homes and schools. To be able to improve the alignment between 
families is essential. Therefore, we described the factors in children’s home literacy 
environments (HLEs) that may be associated with program compatibility with children’s 
homes and thus with successful implementation, namely parental child-directed literacy 
behavior (Chapter 2) and parental literacy beliefs (Chapter 3). As a next step, we tested 
emergent literacy development (Chapter 4). To be able to improve the compatibility 
relationship with program philosophy is important. Therefore, in Chapter 5, we focused 
contributed to the development of a shared vision on the parent-school relationship 
characterized by educational partnership. Below, I provide a summary of the main 
Summary of Main Findings
In Chapter 2, we explored a typology of home literacy activities that was new in two 
ways: it explicitly addressed didactic approach and was not restricted to activities 
involving print. We additionally examined the associations between activity types and 
children’s emergent literacy skills in Dutch. By applying exploratory factor analysis 
we found that three home literacy activity types could be distinguished: activities 
targeting children’s meaning-oriented skills adopting a playful, facilitative approach, 
such as shared reading and parent-child conversations; activities targeting children’s 
meaning-oriented skills through direct instruction, such as teaching the child new 
words, having the child repeat new words; and activities targeting children’s code-
oriented skills, such as teaching the child letter names and playing letter games. 
facilitative, meaning-oriented instructional and code-oriented activities were associated 
with children’s meaning-oriented literacy skills. The association between meaning-
oriented instructional activities and children’s meaning-oriented skills was negative. 
The association between code-oriented activities and code skill was indirect, mediated 
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by oral language skills. Home activities did not have a direct association with children’s 
phonological skill.
The mixed method study in Chapter 3 further built on the conceptualization of 
and ethnically diverse sample of 35 parents, we explored the use of a new interview 
instrument to measure parental literacy beliefs. In particular, we examined what the new 
instrument revealed about the types of literacy activities parents prefer, and whether 
oriented, and facilitative and instructional beliefs, or possibly other types of beliefs. 
Additionally, we explored whether the new instrument exposed relations between 
parental preferences and parental education, home language, and country of birth. The 
instrument proved to be capable of exposing a variety of literacy beliefs. The results 
showed that parents generally preferred meaning-oriented and facilitative practices to 
stimulate their children’s literacy development. Qualitative thematic analysis of parental 
responses demonstrated that parental preferences were associated with a range of 
and facilitative and instructional beliefs. However, other types of beliefs, that did not 
directly pertain to children’s literacy development, were also associated with parental 
Mann Whitney U-tests revealed that parents who did not speak Dutch with their children 
at home were more inclined towards directly instructing their children compared to 
parents who did speak Dutch.
In Chapter 4 we explored whether parental literacy beliefs are associated with program 
we followed 159 socio-economically, linguistically and ethnically diverse kindergartners 
who either participated in EEH or in a control condition for two years. Exploratory 
parental literacy beliefs supported the presence of four types of parental literacy 
beliefs: meaning-oriented facilitative beliefs, meaning-oriented instructional beliefs, 





whether and how a PLC of professionals and parents, that was aimed at building 
educational partnership, contributed to the development of a shared school vision on 
the parent-school relationship characterized by educational partnership. We expected 
that, at the beginning of the study, PLC-members would not (yet) have a shared vision 
characterized by educational partnership. Applying a case study design, we followed 
a PLC in one school for a period of two years. Thematic analysis of transcripts of PLC-
meetings (n n = 5) and the second 
year (n = 6) revealed an ambiguity in PLC-members’ visions on the parent-school 
relationship. On the one hand, PLC-members strived for educational partnership and a 
shared school vision characterized by educational partnership. On the other hand, PLC-
perspectives on parents, school-centric approaches toward parental involvement, and 
discomfort and lack of skills in responding to a (linguistically) diverse parent population. 
These barriers seemed to result in an ambivalence concerning the responsibilities and 
possibilities of professionals and parents in building educational partnership. Regarding 
the process of shared vision development, we observed that PLC-members became 
aware of the lack of a shared school vision on educational partnership. In the second 
year, ‘shared vision and team support’ became the main theme in the PLC-meetings. 
The development of shared vision occurred in a staged process, consisting of an initial 
stage in which existing views and knowledge were exchanged and a second stage 
which focused on the process of shared vision development and practical aspects of 
executing such a process. A hypothetical third stage, in which the planned process of 
vision development would be realized, was not reached within the course of the study 
(two years).
Discussion of Main Findings
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dissertation in diverse epistemological perspectives on the family-school relationship, 
in order to further explain the main results of this thesis.
Describing diverse children’s HLEs
of what constitutes diverse children’s HLEs than hitherto available. The results of the 
study described in Chapter 2 showed that current conceptualizations of home literacy 
activities which are limited to activities involving print (Hood, Conlon, & Andrews, 
Sénéchal, Whissel, & Bildfell, 2017) can be extended by including oral language activities, 
such as singing songs, parent-child conversations, rhyming and teaching your child 
new words or concepts. Such a broader conceptualization better matches with what 
we know about diverse families’ HLEs, as numerous studies have shown that parents 
with various socio-economic, linguistic and ethnic backgrounds engage their children 
in a multitude of home literacy activities that support children’s literacy development, 
Purcell-Gates, 1996; Phillips & Lonigan, 2009; Weigel et al., 2006a; 2006b).
according to didactic approach. In facilitative activities, children are exposed to language 
and print in an informal way while in instructional activities, children are directly taught 
about language and print (Hannon, 2000; 2003). The analyses in Chapter 2 showed 
that the distinction between code- and meaning-oriented activities and facilitative 
and instructional activities could be partly integrated. Meaning-oriented home literacy 
activities could be further categorized into activities adopting a facilitative approach 
and activities adopting an instructional approach, whereas for code-oriented activities, 
The relevance of didactic approach was further consolidated in the results concerning 
parental literacy beliefs described in Chapters 3 and 4. In Chapter 3, parental responses 




In Chapter 4, parental beliefs on the importance of activities to support children’s 
parental literacy beliefs. In this study, parental beliefs could be categorized into 
four types based on targeted skills and didactic approach, that is, meaning-oriented 
facilitative beliefs, meaning-oriented instructional beliefs, code-oriented facilitative 
beliefs and code-oriented instructional beliefs.
conceptualization of home literacy practices and preferences than a categorization 
only based on the distinction between code-and meaning-oriented activities. This more 
ways in which aspects of children’s HLEs contribute to children’s literacy development 
activities did not include meaning-oriented instructional activities, such as teaching your 
Weigel, Martin, & Bennett, 2006a; 2006b), and others did not separate meaning-oriented 
facilitative activities, such as shared reading, from meaning-oriented instructional 
presented in Chapter 2 were able to reveal that the relations with children’s meaning-
positive) than for meaning-oriented instructional activities (namely, negative).
groups. The results of Chapter 3 demonstrated that parents in general were more 
inclined towards meaning-oriented facilitative beliefs, but that parents who did not 
speak Dutch at home with their children had a stronger preference for instructional 
activities, compared to parents who (also) spoke Dutch with their children. An 
association between home language and parental literacy beliefs was also observed in 
Chapters 2 and 4. In Chapter 2, correlational analysis between the home activity factors 
and home language variable showed that meaning-oriented facilitative activities were 
negatively correlated with home language, implying that parents speaking (additional) 
other languages than Dutch at home engaged less often in meaning-oriented facilitative 
practices. Correlational analysis in Chapter 4 revealed that parents from children with 
a migration background and multilingual parents reported stronger code-oriented 
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instructional beliefs and weaker meaning-oriented facilitative beliefs than monolingual 
Dutch parents and parents from children without a migration background.
Parents speaking another language than Dutch with their children may prefer 
instructional practices over facilitative practices, as they may have had children’s 
preferences for home literacy activities. Possibly, parents perceive instructional 
from parental preferences in stimulating children’s second language development.
To further explain the relationships between home language and parental beliefs, 
we proposed that the home language variable served as a proxy of parental own 
experiences with literacy learning and, possibly, as an indicator of parents’ familiarity 
with the Dutch educational system. Research suggests that parental literacy beliefs 
originate in parents’ own experiences with schooling and literacy learning, which are 
rooted in the cultures they grew up in, and that parental literacy beliefs are not static, but 
may change when parents are exposed to their children’s school teachers’ perspectives 
on literacy learning (El Moussaoui & Brasters, 20111; Gillanders & Jiménez, 2004; Li, 
language than Dutch with their children may have had literacy learning experiences that 
focused more on direct instruction instead of facilitation. The approach to emergent 
literacy development in Dutch kindergarten can be characterized as meaning-oriented 
and facilitative (El Moussaoui & Brasters, 2011; Stichting Leerplan Ontwikkeling, 2010): 
the curriculum exposes children to language and literacy mostly in an informal way, 
embedded in the context of playful learning activities. Although learning to recognize 
letters is one of the goals of the kindergarten curriculum, the emphasis lies on meaning-
oriented skills and activities (Stichting Leerplan Ontwikkeling, 2010). Possibly, parents 
who did not speak Dutch at home with their children were less familiar with the 
kindergarten curriculum, while parents speaking Dutch at home with their children have 




The results described in Chapter 3 further suggest that parental literacy beliefs are a 
multi-faceted construct and that scholars should be careful in describing them only 
their preferences for particular activities. These beliefs often reached beyond the 
and reading with your child, was strengthening the parent-child relationship. Beliefs 
guiding parental preferences also refer to conditional factors, such as perceived ease of 
instrument, that allowed for parents to motivate their preferences, was able to expose 
the variety of literacy beliefs present in this highly diverse sample of parents.
Our examination of parental beliefs allowed for a better understanding of diverse 
a two-year participation in EEH on children’s emergent literacy development could be 
other types of parental beliefs, which were not included in this study, such as parents’ 
perception of need for a literacy program for their children (Durlak & DuPre, 2008) or 
parental sense of inclusion at the child’s school (Abram & Gibbs, 2002; Turney & Kao, 
2009). It may also be true that, in this study, intervention and school characteristics 
intervention and school characteristics that may be associated with a suboptimal 
by a lack in compatibility with parental beliefs, lack of program compatibility with 
materials heavily relied on text and were mostly in Dutch. As such, they may have been 
a narrow scope, that is, programs that focus on one type of activities and one type of 
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found to be more suitable for lower educated parents than print-only activities (Van der 
of EEH may be reached by a more demarcated focus on such talk and play activities 
(see practical implications).
Second, program delivery in the school did not seem to match the needs of parents 
program to a diverse parent audience. We observed that teachers adapted the content 
of the parent meetings to the higher educated and Dutch speaking parents, by limiting 
working methods such as role play and modeling and adjusting the topics of the 
meetings. Nevertheless, additional moderator analyses showed that parental education 
development. This suggests that EEH did not accommodate any of the groups involved 
in the sample. Tailoring program delivery to a diverse parent audience, including low 
preparation time and additional training and support (Van der Pluijm et al., 2019).
School characteristics may have further hampered successful implementation of 
EEH. Educational partnership between parents and school may be necessary for a 
strong foundation for the implementation of EEH. The results of the study in Chapter 
5, describing shared vision development in a PLC focused on educational partnership, 
hint at the existence of school factors that undermine educational partnership between 
parents and school (Kim, 2009b). Despite PLC-members’ ambition to build educational 
partnership, in practice they met with barriers. These barriers included the existence 
responding to a (linguistically) diverse parent population, and uncertainties concerning 
the responsibilities and possibilities of professionals and parents in building educational 
limited capability of the PLC to induce real changes towards educational partnership 




and family literacy programs in particular, can be approached (Capper, 2018; Compton-
Lilly, Rogers, & Lewis, 2012; Compton-Lilly & Graue, 2012; Crotty, 1998; Green, 2017). 
Such a positioning is the purpose of the next section.
The family-school relationship approached from diverse epistemologies: situat-
ing EEH, the PLC and this research
An epistemology is a “theory of knowledge” (Crotty, p. 3) which determines “how a 
person comes to know” (Capper, 2018, p. 7) and as such, how a person approaches the 
on a continuum with modernist perspectives on the one end and postmodernist 
perspectives on the other end (Capper, 2018; Compton-Lilly et al., 2012; Compton-Lilly 
& Graue, 2012; Crotty, 1998). In a modernist epistemology, the world is regarded as a 
stances are characterized by a strong belief in progression: societal change occurs in a 
stimulating parental involvement will diminish school failure which will diminish social 
is subjective, situated in local contexts, always subject to change. Change is a cyclical 
contexts (Compton-Lilly et al., 2012; Capper, 2018; Crotty, 1998). Many stances exist 
on the continuum of modernism versus postmodernism, in which aspects of both 
types of epistemologies in educational sciences, see Capper (2018) and Crotty (1998).
Regarding the family-school relationship, Green (2017) distinguishes three types of 
epistemologies: positivist epistemology, interpretivist, and critical epistemology. Positivist 
epistemology is considered to be at the extreme modernist end of the continuum. In 
positivism, according to Green (2017), parental involvement is approached from a 
“traditional framework”, which considers it a means to raise students’ results. The idea 
of what constitutes ‘good’ parental involvement and what is the ‘best’ way for schools to 
as the “intervention-prevention approach” in family literacy scholarship and practice. In 
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As poor literacy skills are understood to originate from limited literacy stimulation in 
children’s homes, family literacy programs must be aimed at changing parental child-
directed literacy practices and beliefs (Auerbach, 1995, p. 644).
only through such “person-centered” frameworks, as opposed to frameworks of 
perspectives overlook the rich and various ways in which diverse families contribute to 
their children’s literacy development (Auerbach, 1995; 2007a; 2010; Bakker & Denessen, 
related activities are measured, the contributions of other home literacy activities 
to children’s emergent literacy development, such as singing songs and mealtime 
conversations, go unnoticed.
Interpretivist epistemology combines elements of modernist and postmodernist 
stances and relates to what Compton-Lilly and Graue (2013) describe as a constructionist 
perspective. Knowledge is regarded as constructed in social interaction, always situated 
in a social context (Green, 2017, p. 375.). In interpretivism, parental involvement is 
approached through the “collaborative framework”. In this framework, the relationships 
between parents and professionals are more reciprocal than in the traditional 
understood as originating from “a mismatch between culturally variable home literacy 
at “investigating and validating students’ multiple literacies and cultural resources 




families’ literacies, in which professionals recognize, learn from and build on the literacy 
resources available in children’s homes.
framework does not explicitly discuss systemic power dynamics between parents 
practices according to a collaborative framework, generally only professionals, and 
no parents, are included in decision making processes, thus maintaining traditional 
power relations and only providing an “illusion of inclusion” (Green, 2017, p. 376). Critical 
epistemology, in contrast, is concerned with such power dynamics. Critical epistemology 
consists of postmodern elements as knowledge is regarded highly subjective, created 
and disrupt such existing structures. In explicitly aiming for social justice, it takes 
a modernist approach towards change and progression. Social justice (progress) is 
regarded possible, through mechanisms of causality, by changing systemic elements 
is approached in the critical epistemology through the “social justice” framework. This 
framework explicitly aims to expose and challenge power dynamics and privileges 
that determine school-family relationships and situate those within a larger societal 
discrimination, rather than narrowly focusing on raising students’ results. The “social 
change perspective” towards family literacy scholarship and programs, distinguished 
by Auerbach (1995), is similarly concerned with power dynamics. The social change 
perspective regards children’s literacy development to occur in a complex political, 
“focus more on changing the institutions and addressing the conditions which cause 
marginalization than on changing families” (Auerbach, 1995, p. 655).
The PLC and, to lesser extent EEH as well, can be partly positioned within the 
collaborative framework. Both interventions allow for interaction between parents 
collectively examined the context of the school community and built their actions 
and inclusion were key concepts in the aims of the PLC: the design of the PLC aimed 
to provide parents a platform to voice their needs, rights and expectations. We 
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visions characterized by educational partnership, as EEH intended to provide regular 
positivist: cooperation between parents and schools was stimulated in order to enhance 
stimulate children’s literacy development at home, the idea of what constitutes ‘good’ 
was hesitant in involving parents and selected parents willing to take the school’s 
perspective on matters. This relates to what Green (2017) referred to as the “illusion of 
inclusion”. In general, if traditional parental involvement perspectives, characterized 
between parents and school, a successful implementation of EEH and, indirectly, 
Neither EEH nor the PLC directly addressed issues of privilege and power at stake 
within the parent-school relationship. To induce a transformation in schools towards 
educational partnership, in which collaboration between parents and school through 
incorporated in interventions (Auerbach, 1995; Cooper, Allen, Bettez, 2009; Reyes & 
Torres, 2007). Where Green (2017) states that the ambition to raise students’ results 
mostly serves the school agenda, as meeting the states’ accountability standards is 
only focusing on raising students’ results without consideration for the structural 
realities in which their learning takes place, may sustain person-centered frameworks 
the parent-school relationship through a combination of positivist, interpretivist and 
critical epistemologies (Compton-Lilly & Graue, 2012). Collaboration between parents 
and school focused on stimulating children learning (positivism, traditional framework) 




contexts (critical epistemology, social justice framework). See ‘Practical Implications’, 
Not only the interventions studied can be situated in an epistemological context, 
and school contexts was approached in this dissertation. This dissertation is in 
educational trajectories in the Netherlands. The research started from the assumption 
in children’s home literacy environments. It was hypothesized that changing aspects 
may not only describe, but also shape reality, our research may have -unintentionally- 
the educational struggles of their children (Rogers, 2018). Simultaneously, the research 
also contained elements of interpretivist/constructionist epistemologies. Literacy 
with children’s school contexts and an open perspective on what constitutes children’s 
HLEs was applied. However, the studies in this dissertation did not include elements of 
critical epistemology, that is, they did not examine systemic societal factors contributing 
at stake in the parent-school relationship.
Strengths and Limitations
The combination of the four studies in this dissertation contribute to the research 
the HLE in a highly diverse sample of families. Most studies into children’s HLEs have 
worked with homogenous samples regarding children’s demographic characteristics. 
Schools in urban parts of the Netherlands can be characterized by a superdiverse 
population, in which no real majority can be distinguished (Crul, 2016). Working with 
new instruments to capture the variety of parental literacy practices and beliefs were 
developed and investigated. These instruments can be applied (and further validated) 
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from a broad perspective and focused both on children’s home settings as well as the 
limitation is the restricted attention to multilingualism and children’s home languages. 
The research sample was highly diverse in languages spoken at home. However, the 
instruments used did not allow us to determine in which languages parents conducted 
in which activities were conducted were associated with children’s literacy skills and 
parental literacy preferences and beliefs. Next, although we tried to accommodate 
parents from diverse linguistic backgrounds by providing the written parent 
activities with their children in their home language, only children’s Dutch literacy skills 
were assessed.
resulting in missing values. Although the appropriate statistical methods of dealing with 
was not random but related to parental level of education and migration background, 




in Chapter 5 was intended to provide parents a platform to voice their views and 
needs, parent participation was limited in practice. In all cases, attrition may have 
parental involvement in research on parental involvement.
A third limitation is that the research in this dissertation, as previously mentioned, did not 
perspective analyzing the power dynamics at stake in the parent-school relationship. 
may have called for an approach that included such notions. A more critical analysis 
situations in which such a critical perspective would have been informative.
Implications for Practice
professionals and creating inclusive school communities, in which schools are spaces 
boundaries between children’s homes and the institutional settings” (Leseman, 2019, p. 
6.). To create such spaces, children’s home experiences need to be recognized, valued 
and schools and thus contribute to such safe shared multicultural spaces.
When focusing on a single sub-goal such as raising pupils’ literacy skills, practitioners 
need to be aware of the plurality of methods to reach that goal, in building upon 
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others have argued that an examination of children’s home and school contexts should 
exploration of children’s home and school contexts needs to be a core element of 
exchange experiences and learn from each other (cf. Van der Pluijm, 2020). Based on 
would result in programs that “[defy] prediction and [are] eternally subject to revision 
and reinvention within changing contexts” (Compton-Lilly et al., 2012, p. 52). Such an 
and its implementation contexts. Whereas the above may sound rather abstract, based 
on the results of this dissertation some concrete recommendations for improving the 
Exploring parents’ beliefs and practices
parents concerning their role in the literacy development of their children should 
with parents with diverse backgrounds on their literacy beliefs. Although we did not 
conversations may still explicate the congruences and incongruences between parents’ 
perspectives and professionals’ expectations from parents, and vice versa, upon 
development of their children, but also parents’ child-directed literacy behavior, should 
professionals and other parents what their family routines look like, when opportunities 
occur for parent-child interaction, what their children’s home literacy environments look 
like, what their own good practices in supporting their children’s literacy development 
are, and what the areas are in which they would like to receive more support, be it 
from professionals or from other parents. Such exchanges should inform which 
program activities should be focused on. EEH intended to provide such opportunities 
for exchange by commencing each parent meeting with a collective review of how 
the parents implemented the previous EEH-activities with their children at home. In 
reality, however, the collective review seemed to be regarded by teachers and parents 




reserved. Transferring the EEH-activities to parents was prioritized, as it took up most 
sharing their experiences during the meetings.
Recognizing families’ home languages as valuable for children’s learning
support to parents with limited Dutch literacy skills and many multilingual parents 
indicated to conduct the program in Dutch. Explicit attention should be paid to the 
of home language stimulation on majority language development have been reported 
ethnic and linguistic minority children may experience in society (Cummins, 2018; 2019). 
not necessarily imply providing translations of learning materials or the presence of 
interpreters in parent meetings, but it does imply that parents’ and children’s home 
language(s) should be recognized during program activities as valuable and important 
for children’s learning.
Applying a critical perspective
The implications listed above can be situated within an interpretivist epistemology. 
additionally approach the parent-school relationship from a social justice framework. 
Professionals working with a highly diverse pupil and parent population need not 
concerning the role of parents in education. They need to examine their beliefs on 
parents from diverse backgrounds, and the ways in which their thought and practice 
who believes that “‘prejudice’ and ‘implicit bias’ should be at the core of organizations’ 
bias within professionals and (school) organizations is not easy, as lack of awareness 
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in combination with feelings of shame may prevent persons from discussing their 
prejudices (Rezai, 2017).
Working with parents and professionals in a PLC centered around the theme of 
educational partnership may be a promising tool to raise awareness and uncover 
relationship (Cooper et al., 2009). However, the results of Chapter 5 indicate that to 
and professionals together in a PLC is not enough. PLC-members may need more 
should be formulated in accordance with a social justice framework (Auerbach, 1995; 
with parents, but as more explicitly critical, namely creating awareness regarding the 
power dynamics present in the parent-school relationship. Second, a PLC may need a 
facilitator who is experienced in critical theory and can help PLC-members in recognizing 
through a more democratic process than in the study described in this dissertation, in 
which the school selected parents who were believed to be able to take the school’s 
PLC in the study described in Chapter 5 proved to aid the process of reaching a shared 
understanding of the goals of parental involvement, it may be expected that the reading 
of critical literature on the topic of parental involvement will also help PLC-members 
examine their own assumptions and beliefs.
Directions for Future Research
provide suggestions for future research below.
Increasing the focus on the role of home language
their children and what motivates their language choices. Although EEH encourages the 
use of home languages, most multilingual parents indicated to conduct the program in 




for Dutch in several ways: some parents deemed it more important to stimulate Dutch 
than their home language in their children, others told us that their child only wanted 
to speak Dutch with them. Knowledge on what determines family language preferences 
languages (Aghallaj, Van Der Wildt, Vandenbroeck, & Agirdag, 2020).
Second, our research indicates that home language is associated with parental didactic 
beliefs, with non-Dutch speaking parents showing stronger preferences for instructional 
the home language variable being indicative of the extent of parental knowledge of the 
Dutch school system. Additionally, we proposed that parental preferences in stimulating 
the role of linguistic background in parental literacy beliefs and preferences.
not only measure children’s literacy development in the majority language, but also in 
their home language, especially if programs encourage the use of the home language. 
in children’s homes and relating this to children’s development in the language of 
implementation, in addition to the majority language, could be insightful. This would 
on literacy development in the home language are more likely than in the majority 
such as in ours, this poses serious practical problems. Studies might therefore focus 
-
bination of epistemological perspectives
Similar to the proposition that practitioners need to approach the parent-
school relationship through a combination of positivist, interpretivist and critical 
epistemologies. In examining the associations between children’s HLEs and children’s 
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scholars usually start from modernist assumptions. Knowledge on the causal relations 
need to be aware that exclusively applying person-centered frameworks (Pearl, 1997; 
perspectives on families and only provide a limited picture of how children become 
literate in society. By incorporating elements from other epistemologies, scholars may 
be able to provide a more nuanced view on the factors that determine the compatibility 
applying limited notions of how parents may support children’s literacy development 
at home. They should acknowledge the rich and various ways in which diverse families 
can contribute to children’s emergent literacy development. In order to do so, research 
allow for open interpretations of children’s HLEs, as “that which goes concealed in the 
intellectual climates of low-SES [and linguistic and ethnic minority families’] homes 
can be revealed with sensitive instruments” (Valencia, 1997, p. 194, original emphasis). 
The research described in Chapter 2, and particularly in Chapter 3 of this dissertation 
complies with this appeal, as it explored new dimensions of children’s HLEs. Rich 
descriptions of diverse children’s HLEs will advance the knowledge on the ways in which 
partnership-driven research methods (Manz et al., 2010) to develop the needed 
is valuable for the families participating in the programs under study. In partnership-
driven research, parents collaborate with researchers and professionals in determining 
program activities.
contexts, scholars need not only examine home and family factors, but also consider 
the school and societal context in which this literacy development occurs (Morell, 2017). 
these programs are implemented. The study in Chapter 5 attempted to describe an 




approach parents from diverse socio-economic, linguistic, and ethnic backgrounds in 
partnership between parents and school?’, ‘what assumptions about diverse groups of 
Streelasky, & Anderson, 2007; Prins & Toso, 2008). Scholars could also reach beyond 
and, for instance, examine the existing ideas and policies concerning issues such as 
monolingualism versus multilingualism that determine the educational context for 
away from issues of power and privilege in relation to the socio-economic, linguistic 
and ethnic backgrounds of children, parents and professionals (Morell, 2017). In most 
dynamics interwoven in such contexts are not systematically analyzed. However, several 
observations during the data collection for this dissertation suggest that constructs as 
‘race’ or ‘ethnicity’4
further exploration. Illustrative is the discomfort expressed by a (white, monolingual 
adherence to the school’s Dutch-only policy, as described in Chapter 5. According to 
Agirdag (2010), “it would be naive to assume that ‘black’ languages such as Turkish or 
Arabic are coincidently disrespected and it is far more plausible that they are linked to 
‘the colour, culture, or ethnic origin’ of immigrant students” (p. 318). Another example 
was observed during an EEH parent meeting, in which a teacher consistently spoke of 
“foreign parents” and “Dutch parents”, even after one of the (non-white) parents labeled 
as “foreign” told the teacher that she, being born in the Netherlands, considered herself 
school, in which the white parents all gathered together at one table and the non-
4
24), I refer the reader to Wekker (2016), p. 21-24.
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schools, we need research methodologies that are sensitive towards the existence of 
societal power dynamics in the parent-school relationship.
As Wekker (2016) argues, in Dutch academy, even in migration studies or relatively 
ethnicity in their work, out of discomfort with confrontation with their own prejudices 
and fear of handling such a complex theme in their work. As a white scholar, I recognize 
this discomfort and hesitancy with race/ethnicity: being afraid not to treat this theme 
nature to race/ethnicity” characterizes the approach of race in the Dutch academy, 
according to Wekker (2016, p. 78). Additionally, as Wekker (2016) contends, the focus on 
race and the explicit terminology of critical race theory does not match with the Dutch 
self-concept of being a ‘color-blind’ country where racism is not a problem. In recent 
years, this Dutch self-concept seems to change from ‘color-blind’ to being increasingly 
aware of racism (cf. Gargard, 2020; Wijnberg, 2020). In the wake of the Black Lives Matter 
protests in the Netherlands this year, several Dutch universities posted statements 
online in which they condemned racism and committed to building more inclusive 
communities by changing aspects of the education and personnel management 
(Ad Valvas, 2020). Commitment to anti-racism and anti-discrimination in general 
development, family literacy and parental involvement, scholars have a responsibility 
to acknowledge the power dynamics at stake in the parent-school relationship in our 
research methodologies and interpretations of our results.
General Conclusion
This dissertation shed new light on factors associated with the compatibility between 
“hidden landscape” (Hannon, 2016) of diverse children’s HLEs and provided a more 
nuanced picture of the HLE than hitherto available. In particular, this dissertation 
revealed that didactic approach forms an important dimension of parental preferences 
for home literacy activities. By combining this dimension with the existing distinction 




dissertation showed that, in order to explain the (lack of) working mechanisms behind 
this dissertation highlight how the dominance of a traditional framework towards the 
literacy development and family literacy programs have in conducting research 
that considers the varied nature home literacy experiences of children from diverse 
backgrounds while simultaneously acknowledging the larger educational and societal 
circumstances, in which these programs are implemented (Compton-Lilly et al., 2012; 
Compton-Lilly, Rogers, Ellison, 2020).
Ngozi Adichie, who warns against “the single story” of people and places, and in the 
context of this research, of children and families:
The single story creates stereotypes, and the problem with stereotypes is not that 
they are untrue, but that they are incomplete. They make one story become the 
only story. […] I’ve always felt that it is impossible to engage properly with a place 
or a person without engaging with all of the stories of that place and that person. 
rather than how we are similar. […] Stories matter. Many stories matter. Stories have 
been used to dispossess and to malign, but stories can also be used to empower 
and to humanize. Stories can break the dignity of a people, but stories can also 
repair that broken dignity. (Adichie, 2009).
As researchers of children’s emergent literacy development, ultimately, our job is to 
tell stories of how children become literate in this world. We must allow for multiple 
stories to be told.
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Appendix A. Supplementary materials for Chapter 3
Ranking Task to Measure Parental Literacy Beliefs
Parents are presented eight cards, each displaying a picture of a home literacy practice 
with the words labeling the activity printed below the picture. The cards are included 
in this appendix.
necessary.
Next, the interviewer asks the parent: “Could you rank these activities in order of 
importance for children’s literacy development? It does not matter what you actually do 
at home with your child, but what you think is most important for stimulating children’s 
literacy development. There are no right or wrong answers, it is your opinion”.
children’s literacy development?”, “why did you place this activity in the second 
position?” etc.
191
Appendix A. Supplementary materials for Chapter 3
Talking with your child
[picture of parent and child talking]
Shared reading 
[picture of parent and child reading]
Teaching your child (the meaning of) new words
[picture of parent teaching child in conversation]
Correcting your child when s/he uses a wrong word
[picture of parent correcting child in conversation]
Playing letter games 
[picture of parent and child playing letter games with blocks]
Citing nursery rhymes
[picture of parent and child citing nursery rhymes with hand clapping]
Practicing letter writing
[picture of parent and child writing together]
Teaching your child the alphabet
[picture of parent teaching child the alphet]
192
Appendices
Pictures Retrieved from the Following Sources
Citing nursery rhymes. Retrieved from https://www.shutterstock.com/nl/image-photo/
mother-daughter-playing-pattymid-adult-multiethnic-3951802 (Nov 7, 2019).
Correcting your child when s/he uses a wrong word. Retrieved from https://thestrip.ru/
karpacheva/ (Nov 7, 2019).
Playing letter games: board game. Retrieved from https://www.superdairyboy.com/
Educational/alphabet_games.html (Nov 7, 2019).
Playing letter games: mother and child playing with blocks. Retrieved from https://www.
verywellfamily.com/fun-learning-activities-kids-at-home-3128960 (Nov 7, 2019).
occupational-therapists-can-help-students-with-handwriting-problems/?mobile=0 (Nov 
7, 2019).
Shared reading. Retrieved from https://salamislam.com/family/kind-nurse (Nov 7, 2019).
Talking with your child. Retrieved from http://www.parentingtopic.us/general/high-7-subjects-
folks-like-to-learn-about.html (Nov 7, 2019).
Teaching your child the alphabet: letters. Retrieved from https://www.noedidacticos.com/
letras-magneticas-minusculas-155-pzs-4790 (Nov 7, 2019).
Teaching your child the alphabet: mother and child. Retrieved from https://autism.wikia.org/
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Samenvatting (Summary in Dutch)
Inleiding
Al bij aanvang van het onderwijs zijn er grote verschillen tussen kinderen in hun 
ontluikende geletterdheid, waartoe kennis en vaardigheden behoren als woordenschat, 
verhaalbegrip, letterkennis, en het kunnen navertellen van een verhaaltje. Sommige 
kinderen starten het basisonderwijs in groep één met sterk ontwikkelde ontluikende 
geletterde vaardigheden, terwijl dit bij andere kinderen minder het geval is. Een 
deel van deze verschillen kunnen verklaard worden door variatie in de mate waarin 
kinderen thuis gestimuleerd worden. Kinderen doen thuis allerlei ervaringen op met 
taal en geletterdheid, bijvoorbeeld wanneer ze in aanraking komen met schriftelijk 
materiaal, door (kinder)boeken te bekijken, maar ook doordat ze thuis folders, kranten 
en boodschappenbriefjes tegenkomen. Ook zien kinderen andere gezinsleden dit 
soort schriftelijk materiaal gebruiken, bijvoorbeeld wanneer een ouder de krant 
leest. Tenslotte kunnen oudere gezinsleden kinderen betrekken bij allerlei ‘geletterde 
activiteiten’, zoals voorlezen, liedjes zingen, letters aanwijzen op straat of verhalen 
vertellen. Al deze ervaringen samen vormen ‘het geletterde gezinsklimaat’ van een 
kind. Kinderen met een rijk geletterd gezinsklimaat waarin dit soort activiteiten en 
materialen volop aanwezig zijn ontwikkelen vaak een sterkere taal- en leesvaardigheid 
dan kinderen met een beperkter geletterd gezinsklimaat. 
Het Nederlandse onderwijs lijkt niet goed in staat de vroege verschillen in de ontluikende 
geletterdheid tussen bepaalde groepen kinderen en de gevolgen daarvan voor de latere 
leesontwikkeling te verkleinen. Daarom zetten veel scholen in op het stimuleren van 
het geletterde gezinsklimaat met behulp van ouder-kindprogramma’s. Onderzoek 
ontluikende geletterdheid van kinderen positief kunnen beïnvloeden. Wel zijn de 
opgeleide ouders of voor kinderen met een migratieachtergrond. Om de verschillen 
vaak op het belang van de aansluiting tussen het programma en de context waarin 
het uitgevoerd wordt. Als een programma niet goed aansluit bij de gezinnen en de 
bij kinderen verwachten, zo is de redenering. 
Het onderzoek in dit proefschrift is gericht op het vergroten van kennis over de 
aansluiting tussen ouder-kindprogramma’s, de gezinnen en de scholen van kinderen 
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in de Nederlandse grootstedelijke context. Bij de aansluiting van een ouder-
kindprogramma bij gezinnen en scholen speelt het begrip ‘educatief partnerschap’ een 
rol. De term educatief partnerschap beschrijft de gelijkwaardige samenwerking tussen 
ouders en school met als doel het leren van het kind te stimuleren. De veronderstelling 
in dit onderzoek is dat als de relatie tussen school en ouders gebaseerd is op de 
principes van educatief partnerschap, ouder-kindprogramma’s beter ingebed zullen 
worden in de school. 
Voor een beter zicht op de aansluiting tussen programma’s, gezinnen en scholen is een 
goed begrip van de geletterde thuisomgeving van kinderen met diverse achtergronden 
noodzakelijk.  Hoofdstuk 2, 3 en 4 richten zich vooral op de thuiscontext en dragen bij 
aan meer nuance in conceptualiseringen van het geletterd gezinsklimaat. In Hoofdstuk 2 
onderzochten we de typen geletterde activiteiten die verschillende groepen ouders met 
hun kinderen ondernemen om de ontluikende geletterdheid te stimuleren. In Hoofdstuk 
3 onderzochten we met behulp van een nieuw ontwikkeld interviewinstrument wat de 
opvattingen zijn van diverse ouders over hun rol in het stimuleren van de geletterde 
ontwikkeling van kinderen. In Hoofdstuk 4 doen we verslag van een studie naar de 
geletterdheid van kinderen, en in het bijzonder naar de vraag of opvattingen van 
beïnvloeden. Hoofdstuk 5 richt zich op de schoolcontext. Voor een goede inbedding van 
een ouder-kindprogramma in de school is het belangrijk dat het programma aansluit 
bij de schoolvisie op de ouder-schoolrelatie. In Hoofdstuk 5 analyseerden we of de 
aansluiting tussen programma en school kan worden geoptimaliseerd door samen 
met ouders en teamleden een visie te ontwikkelen op ouderbetrokkenheid die zich 
kenmerkt door educatief partnerschap. 
Context van het onderzoek: implementatie van VVE Thuis 
in grootstedelijk Nederland
De studies in deze dissertatie zijn uitgevoerd op basisscholen in de Nederlandse 
grootstedelijke context, rondom de implementatie van de kleuterversie van het 
ouder-kindprogramma VVE Thuis. VVE Thuis is een ouder-kindprogramma dat ouders 
stimuleert een rijk geletterd gezinsklimaat voor hun kinderen te creëren door hen 
te ondersteunen in het ondernemen van allerlei geletterde activiteiten met hun 
kinderen, zoals voorlezen, praten over ‘praatplaten’, en (taal)spelletjes doen. De 
kleuterversie van VVE Thuis wordt uitgevoerd in samenwerking met basisscholen. De 
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school nodigt ouders in het kader van het programma ongeveer om de vijf weken 
uit op school voor een ouderbijeenkomst. Tijdens deze ouderbijeenkomst wisselen 
ouders en leerkrachten ervaringen uit en krijgen ouders VVE-Thuismaterialen mee 
naar huis, nadat ze een toelichting hebben gekregen over hoe ze die materialen kunnen 
toepassen tijdens activiteiten met hun kind. Volgens de handleiding is VVE Thuis gericht 
op laagopgeleide ouders, maar in de praktijk bedient het programma ouders met 
diverse opleidingsniveaus, thuistalen en etnische achtergronden. Het onderzoek in 
talen, hebben verschillende opleidingsniveaus en etnische achtergronden. 
Hoofdbevindingen
Geletterde ouder-kindactiviteiten: een nieuwe conceptualisering 
In Hoofdstuk 2 werd een nieuwe typologie van geletterde ouder-kindactiviteiten 
geïntroduceerd en onderzocht. Deze typologie was gebaseerd op twee dimensies: 
de inhoud waar activiteiten zich op richten en de didactische benadering die al dan 
niet bewust toegepast wordt in de activiteiten. De inhoud van geletterde ouder-
kindactiviteiten kan vooral gericht zijn op de schriftcode (‘codegerelateerde activiteiten’ 
zoals oefenen met letters schrijven) of juist meer op de betekenis van teksten en 
taal (‘betekenisgerelateerde activiteiten’ zoals voorlezen). Didactisch zijn sommige 
(‘instructieve activiteiten’ zoals de betekenis van nieuwe woorden aanleren), terwijl 
in andere activiteiten kinderen op een meer speelse manier in aanraking komen met 
taal en schrift (‘faciliterende activiteiten’ zoals letterspelletjes spelen of liedjes zingen). 
Waar eerdere conceptualiseringen van geletterde ouder-kindactiviteiten zich alleen 
richten op schriftgerelateerde activiteiten, bevat de nieuwe typologie bovendien 
activiteiten waarbij schrift geen rol speelt (zoals liedjes zingen, rijmen, of nieuwe 
woorden aanleren). 
In een steekproef van 214 gezinnen met diverse achtergronden wat betreft ouderlijk 
opleidingsniveau, thuistaal en etnische achtergrond vroegen we ouders welke 
activiteiten zij vooral ondernamen met hun kinderen en maten we bij kinderen de 
woordenschatkennis, de vertelvaardigheid, letterkennis en het vermogen klanken 
van elkaar te onderscheiden (klankonderscheiding). De resultaten wezen uit dat 
ouder-kindactiviteiten onder te verdelen zijn in drie soorten: betekenisgerelateerde 
faciliterende activiteiten (zoals voorlezen), betekenisgerelateerde instructieve 
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activiteiten (zoals nieuwe woorden aanleren) en codegerelateerde aciviteiten 
en codegerelateerde activiteiten hing positief samen met de woordenschat en 
vertelvaardigheid van kinderen: kinderen van ouders die aangaven veel van dat 
soort activiteiten met hun kinderen te doen, scoorden beter op die vaardigheden. De 
met de woordenschat en vertelvaardigheid van kinderen: kinderen van ouders die 
aangaven veel van dat soort activiteiten met hun kinderen te doen, scoorden lager 
samen met letterkennis van kinderen, maar die relatie liep via betekenisgerelateerde 
vaardigheden (woordenschat en vertelvaardigheid). Er was geen directe relatie tussen 
thuisactiviteiten en klankonderscheiding. Kortom, de resultaten laten zien dat ook 
mondelinge ouder-kindactiviteiten, zoals liedjes zingen en praten met je kind, een 
rol spelen in de ontluikende geletterdheid van jonge kinderen. Door onderscheid te 
maken in ouder-kindactiviteiten naar didactische benadering (meer instructief of meer 
faciliterend) kunnen verschillen worden blootgelegd in de manier waarop verschillende 
typen activiteiten samenhangen met de geletterde vaardigheden van kinderen.
Ouderlijke opvattingen over het stimuleren ontluikende geletterdheid
De studie in Hoofdstuk 3 bouwde voort op de typologie van ouder-kindactiviteiten 
beschreven in Hoofdstuk 2. In deze studie werd een nieuw interviewinstrument 
gebruikt om opvattingen van ouders over hun rol in de ontluikende geletterdheid van 
hun kinderen in kaart te brengen. Bij 35 ouders met uiteenlopende opleidingsniveaus, 
thuistalen en etnische achtergronden werd onderzocht voor welke ouder-
kindactiviteiten ouders de voorkeur hadden, wat hun redenen voor die voorkeuren 
waren en of er een onderscheid te maken was tussen betekenisgerichte, codegerichte, 
faciliterende en instructieve opvattingen. Bovendien werd nagegaan of er relaties waren 
tussen gevonden opvattingen en het opleidingsniveau, de thuistaal en het geboorteland 
van ouders. 
Met behulp van het interviewinstrument kon een verscheidenheid aan opvattingen 
over de ouderlijke rol in de ontluikende geletterdheid van kinderen in kaart gebracht 
worden. Uit een kwalitatieve thematische analyse bleek dat de voorkeuren van ouders 
deels te verklaren waren vanuit opvattingen over het belang van betekenisgerelateerde 
(zoals voorlezen) dan wel codegerelateerde activiteiten (bijv. alfabet aanleren) of vanuit 
opvattingen over didactische benadering (instructieve activiteiten, zoals het aanleren 
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van nieuwe woorden, versus faciliterende activiteiten, zoals gesprekken voeren met 
je kind). Voorkeuren hingen echter ook vaak samen met opvattingen die niet direct 
activiteiten bijvoorbeeld vaak omdat ze de band tussen ouder en kind versterken, en 
waren voorkeuren ook gerelateerd aan de vraag of ouders activiteiten goed konden 
inpassen in hun dagelijkse routines. De resultaten wezen uit dat ouders vooral de 
voorkeur gaven aan betekenisgerichte en faciliterende activiteiten. Statistische toetsen 
lieten verder zien dat ouders die thuis geen Nederlands spraken met hun kinderen een 
sterkere voorkeur hadden voor instructieve activiteiten dan ouders die (ook) Nederlands 
met hun kinderen spraken. Ouders die geen Nederlands spraken met hun kinderen 
thuis hadden bovendien een minder sterke voorkeur voor faciliterende activiteiten dan 
ouders die alleen Nederlands met hun kinderen spraken. 
kindprogramma VVE Thuis op de ontluikende geletterdheid van kinderen onderzocht 
en werd nagegaan of opvattingen van ouders over hun rol in de geletterde ontwikkeling 
studie volgden we twee jaar lang een groep van 159 kinderen en hun ouders waarvan 
een deel meedeed aan VVE Thuis (n = 118) en een deel aan de controlegroep die 
niet deelnam aan VVE Thuis (n = 41). In deze studie werden verschillende soorten 
opvattingen van ouders betrokken in de analyse: , de overtuiging van 
ouders dat ze in staat zijn om een wezenlijke bijdrage te leveren aan de schoolse 
ontwikkeling van hun kind; ‘rolconstructie’, de overtuiging dat ouders zelf (en niet alleen 
de school) een verantwoordelijkheid hebben om die ontwikkeling te ondersteunen, en 
opvattingen over de geletterde ontwikkeling, gemeten door ouders te vragen welke 
typen activiteiten ze het meest belangrijk achtten om de ontluikende geletterdheid 
van hun kind te stimuleren (betekenisgerelateerde, faciliterende activiteiten; 
betekenisgerelateerde, instructieve activiteiten; codegerelateerde, faciliterende 
activiteiten; en codegerelateerde, instructieve activiteiten). Bij kinderen maten we de 
woordenschat, vertelvaardigheid, letterkennis en klankonderscheiding. 
De analyses lieten geen verschillen zien tussen de ontwikkeling in woordenschat, 
vertelvaardigheid, letterkennis en klankonderscheiding van kinderen die hadden 
deelgenomen aan VVE Thuis en kinderen die in de controlegroep zaten. Het programma 
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Ontwikkeling van een gedeelde visie in een professionele leergemeenschap 
met ouders en teamleden 
Hoofdstuk 5, tenslotte, richtte zich op de factoren die belangrijk zijn voor de aansluiting 
tussen een ouder-kindprogramma en de school. In dit hoofdstuk werd onderzocht 
of en hoe een ‘professionele leergemeenschap’ van teamleden en ouders gericht op 
het stimuleren van ‘educatief partnerschap’ (de gelijkwaardige samenwerking tussen 
ouders en school met als doel het leren van het kind te stimuleren) kon bijdragen 
aan de ontwikkeling van een gedeelde visie op de ouder-schoolrelatie die gekenmerkt 
wordt door educatief partnerschap. Een professionele leergemeenschap (PLG) is een 
groep van onderwijsmedewerkers, en in deze studie ook ouders, die hun (praktijk)
van zowel leerlingen als leerkrachten te stimuleren. De veronderstelling hierbij was 
dat een ouder-kindprogramma beter geïmplementeerd wordt als het is ingebed in een 
school met een gedeelde visie op ouderbetrokkenheid die gekenmerkt wordt door 
educatief partnerschap. 
In een kwalitatieve casestudie werd twee jaar lang een PLG binnen één school gevolgd. 
De verwachting was dat bij aanvang van de studie de PLG-leden nog geen gedeelde 
visie gekenmerkt door educatief partnerschap zouden hebben. Thematische analyses 
van transcripten van 13 bijeenkomsten van de PLG en interviews met de leden in het 
eerste jaar (n = 5) en het tweede jaar (n = 6) onthulden een zekere ambiguïteit in de 
visies van de PLG-leden. Enerzijds streefden de PLG-leden naar educatief partnerschap 
en naar een gedeelde schoolvisie die gekenmerkt werd door educatief partnerschap. 
Anderzijds lieten de geuite visies ook obstakels zien voor het bereiken van educatief 
partnerschap, zoals ‘
nadruk ligt op wat ouders allemaal niet kunnen of willen doen in het ondersteunen van 
de schoolse ontwikkeling van hun kind. Andere obstakels waren ongemak en onkunde 
bij teamleden in het omgaan met een diverse ouderpopulatie. Deze obstakels leken te 
resulteren in ambivalente visies op de verantwoordelijkheden en mogelijkheden van 
de school en ouders in het realiseren van educatief partnerschap. Enerzijds schreven 
de PLG-leden een grote verantwoordelijkheid toe aan de school in het faciliteren van 
educatief partnerschap. Anderzijds leken PLG-leden weinig vertrouwen te hebben in 
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de mogelijkheden van de school om educatief partnerschap te kunnen bewerkstelligen, 
vanwege belemmeringen die de PLG-leden vooral situeerden bij ouders. 
Een vergelijking van de situatie in het eerste en tweede jaar liet zien dat PLG-leden zich 
er in de loop van het traject van bewust werden dat een gedeelde visie op educatief 
partnerschap in de school ontbrak. In het tweede jaar van het onderzoek werd ‘gedeelde 
visie en ondersteuning van het team’ het belangrijkste thema in de bijeenkomsten. Op 
basis van een analyse van de data stellen we voor dat de ontwikkeling van een gedeelde 
visie een proces is dat uiteenvalt in drie fasen. Een eerste fase bestaat uit het uitwisselen 
van uiteenlopende ideeën en kennis. In de tweede fase ligt de nadruk op de organisatie 
en planning van het proces van visieontwikkeling. In een hypothetische derde fase (die 
in het onderzochte traject echter nog niet werd bereikt) wordt het geplande proces 
uitgevoerd en wordt een gemeenschappelijke visie geformuleerd. 
de geobserveerde obstakels om in een PLG met ouders en teamleden tot een gedeelde 
Thuis en de PLG gesitueerd binnen diverse benaderingen van de ouder-schoolrelatie. Een 
eerste benadering is de ‘traditionele’ benadering, waarbij ouderbetrokkenheid vooral 
gezien wordt als middel om de schoolresultaten van kinderen te vergroten. Binnen deze 
benadering zijn er vaste ideeën over wat ‘juiste’ vormen van ouderbetrokkenheid zijn en 
wat niet. De communicatie tussen school en ouders kenmerkt zich in deze benadering 
door éénrichtingsverkeer: de school zendt informatie en instructies, ouders ontvangen. 
Oorzaken voor mindere schoolprestaties van kinderen worden in deze benadering vaak 
bij gezinnen gelegd en niet bij de school of maatschappij. De traditionele benadering 
ouder-schoolrelatie is een ‘collaboratieve’ benadering. In deze benadering is er sprake 
van meer wederkerigheid in het ouder-schoolcontact. Er bestaat geen vast idee over 
de juiste vormen van ouderbetrokkenheid, maar er wordt rekening gehouden met de 
unieke situaties van elk kind en de school. In de collaboratieve benadering bouwen 
professionals voort op wat een kind vanuit huis meebrengt aan waardevolle kennis en 
vaardigheden. Ouders worden gezien als gelijkwaardige partners. De collaboratieve 
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benadering is dus inclusiever dan de traditionele benadering. Tegelijkertijd houdt de 
collaboratieve benadering geen rekening met machtsdynamieken bepalend voor de 
aard van de ouder-schoolrelatie-, waarbij sommige gezinnen (impliciet) bevoordeeld en 
andere gezinnen (impliciet) benadeeld worden. Een dergelijke dynamiek zit bijvoorbeeld 
verweven in het taalbeleid van een school. Sommige scholen voeren het beleid dat op het 
schoolterrein alleen Nederlands gesproken mag worden, ook tussen ouders onderling, 
ten behoeve van heldere communicatie. Ouders die het Nederlands niet of minder 
goed machtig zijn, worden hierdoor (onbedoeld) benadeeld in het ouder-schoolcontact: 
deze ouders voelen zich mogelijk minder welkom in de school dan ouders die vloeiend 
Nederlands spreken. Een derde benadering van de ouder-schoolrelatie, de ‘sociale 
rechtvaardigheidsbenadering’, richt zich wel expliciet op dergelijke machtsstructuren. De 
sociale rechtvaardigheidsbenadering richt zich op thema’s als sociale gelijkheid, inclusie, 
discriminatie en racisme. In deze benadering wordt gepoogd om samen met ouders het 
onderwijs inclusiever te maken, in plaats van dat de school probeert het gedrag van 
ouders te veranderen om hen ‘meer’ of ‘beter’ betrokken te maken. Voortbordurend op 
bovengenoemd voorbeeld van taalbeleid zou in een sociale rechtvaardigheidsbenadering 
de impliciete bevoordeling van Nederlandstalige en de benadeling van anderstalige 
ouders worden (h)erkend en zou er in samenspraak met ouders bijvoorbeeld een ander 
taalbeleid ontwikkeld kunnen worden. 
VVE Thuis en de PLG passen voor een deel binnen de collaboratieve benadering 
van de ouder-schoolrelatie. Gelijkwaardigheid, wederzijds respect en wederkerige 
communicatie tussen teamleden en ouders werden nagestreefd in zowel de 
ouderbijeenkomsten van VVE Thuis als de PLG-bijeenkomsten. Daarbij was met 
toegespitst op de unieke context van de school en ouders. Tegelijkertijd overheersten in 
de implementatie van VVE Thuis en de PLG elementen uit een traditionele benadering. 
VVE Thuis is zeer gestructureerd programmatisch en biedt ouders gerichte activiteiten 
om thuis te doen. Daarmee lijken ideeën over de ‘juiste’ vorm van ouderbetrokkenheid 
vaststaand. Tijdens PLG-bijeenkomsten werd een deel van de percepties van ouders 
maar een marginale rol, waardoor er eerder sprake was van een ‘illusie van inclusie’ 
dan van daadwerkelijke inclusie (Green, 2017). VVE Thuis en de PLG bevatten in elk 
geval geen elementen van een sociale rechtvaardigheidsbenadering. Het expliciet 
incorporeren van elementen uit een sociale rechtvaardigheidsbenadering in ouder-
kindprogramma’s en PLG’s met teamleden en ouders zou wellicht kunnen bijdragen aan 
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perspectief op de ouder-schoolrelatie in VVE Thuis en de PLG heeft mogelijk een goede 
implementatie van beide interventies in de weg gestaan en biedt een verklaring voor 
De drie hierboven besproken benaderingen van ouderbetrokkenheid zijn verbonden aan 
verschillende wetenschappelijke perspectieven over wat kennis is (‘epistemologieën’). 
De traditionele benadering van ouderbetrokkenheid past binnen het positivisme, 
gekenmerkt door de overtuiging dat er een objectieve waarheid bestaat die gemeten 
kan worden, een sterk geloof in vooruitgang en een grote nadruk op causaliteit bij 
het verklaren van verschijnselen. Het onderzoek in dit proefschrift is sterk verankerd 
binnen het positivisme wat betreft aandacht voor causaliteit en vooruitgangsdenken: 
onderliggend aan het onderzoek ligt de aanname dat de verschillen in ontluikende 
geletterdheid tussen kinderen verkleind kunnen worden door aspecten van het geletterd 
gezinsklimaat bij groepen kinderen te veranderen. De collaboratieve benadering past 
binnen het interpretivisme, waarin kennis gezien wordt als iets dat geconstrueerd 
wordt binnen een bepaalde context en daarmee contextafhankelijk is. Dit proefschrift 
kan ook deels gesitueerd worden binnen dit wetenschappelijke perspectief: zo wordt 
context van een gezin belangrijk is. De sociale rechtvaardigheidsbenadering, ten slotte, 
past binnen het kritische perspectief waarin kennis niet los gezien kan worden van 
machtsstructuren in de maatschappij. Wetenschappelijk onderzoek binnen het kritische 
perspectief is erop gericht deze machtsstructuren bloot te leggen en waar mogelijk 
te doorbreken. Dit proefschrift benadert de data niet vanuit dit kritische perspectief, 
maar in Hoofdstuk 6 wordt de vraag besproken waar de toepassing van het kritische 
perspectief in dit onderzoek betekenisvol had kunnen zijn. 
Hoofdstuk 6 sluit af met een pleidooi voor het combineren van de verschillende 
benaderingen van ouderbetrokkenheid en wetenschappelijke perspectieven in 
praktijk en onderzoek. Als het grotere doel van ouderbetrokkenheid en ouder-
kindprogramma’s in de praktijk het stimuleren van onderwijsgelijkheid is, dan is het 
stimuleren van de schoolprestaties van kinderen (traditionele benadering) daarbinnen 
een legitiem doel. Samenwerking tussen ouder en school om dit doel te realiseren 
dient gebaseerd te zijn op gelijkwaardigheid en inclusie en moet uitgaan van de 
unieke situaties van leerlingen en scholen (collaboratieve benadering). In dit soort 
samenwerkingen verdient het aanbeveling het bestaan van de machtsdynamieken 
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verweven in de ouder-schoolrelatie te erkennen, te verkennen en waar nodig te 
doorbreken (sociale rechtvaardigheidsbenadering). In onderzoek kunnen de diverse 
perspectieven gecombineerd worden door te blijven zoeken naar hoe elementen uit de 
thuis- en schoolomgeving van invloed zijn op de geletterde ontwikkeling van kinderen 
(positivisme). Daarbij is het belangrijk om geen vaststaand beeld te hebben van de 
‘juiste’ geletterde thuisomgeving van kinderen maar open te staan voor de diverse 
manieren waarop ouders bij kunnen dragen aan de ontwikkeling van kinderen, en 
hoe scholen en ouders samen deze ontwikkeling kunnen stimuleren (interpretivisme). 
Tegelijkertijd is het belangrijk dat onderzoekers oog hebben voor de maatschappelijke 
realiteit waarin de ontwikkeling van kinderen plaatsvindt. Onderzoekers dienen (ook) 
factoren in de school en de bredere maatschappelijke context in kaart te brengen die de 
ontwikkeling van kinderen bepalen. Daarbij dienen zij mechanismen van bevoorrechting 
en benadeling in de maatschappij en thema’s als discriminatie en racisme niet te 
schuwen (kritisch perspectief). 
Implicaties voor praktijk
Voor professionals die werken met ouder-kindprogramma’s en voor leerkrachten die 
educatief partnerschap met ouders willen bewerkstelligen kunnen op basis van dit 
onderzoek vier aanbevelingen worden gedaan. Om de aansluiting tussen gezinnen en 
programma’s te vergroten, is het, ten eerste, zinvol om gesprekken met ouders te voeren 
over de opvattingen die ze hebben over hun rol in het stimuleren van de ontluikende 
geletterdheid van hun kinderen. Het instrument dat beschreven is in Hoofdstuk 3 
kan daarbij gebruikt worden als gesprekstool. Hoewel opvattingen van ouders in dit 
wel bijdragen aan een beter begrip van de wederzijdse verwachtingen die ouders en 
leerkrachten hebben over het gezamenlijk stimuleren van de ontluikende geletterdheid 
van kinderen. Ten tweede is het voor het faciliteren van dergelijke uitwisselingen tussen 
ouders en leerkrachten en ouders onderling belangrijk dat ouder-kindprogramma’s 
daarvoor voldoende ruimte bieden. Dat vermindert de kans op éénrichtingsverkeer, 
waarbij het vooral de school is die informatie overdraagt aan ouders. Ten derde, 
wanneer ouder-kindprogramma’s gericht zijn op een meertalige doelgroep, zoals in 
Randstedelijk Nederland vaak het geval is, is het noodzakelijk dat programma’s (meer) 
aandacht besteden aan het belang van de thuistalen voor de schoolse ontwikkeling van 
kinderen. Tenslotte verdient het aanbeveling dat professionals die met ouders willen 
samenwerken niet alleen de opvattingen van ouders over hun rol in de ontluikende 
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geletterdheid onderzoeken, maar ook hun eigen opvattingen ten aanzien van de rol 
van ouders in de schoolse ontwikkeling van kinderen. Een dergelijke introspectie kan 
helpen om denkpatronen bloot te leggen waarin vooroordelen en stereotypen een rol 
spelen. Het vormen van een professionele leergemeenschap met ouders en teamleden 
een gedeelde visie op educatief partnerschap op gang te brengen. 
Conclusies
De bevindingen uit dit proefschrift dragen bij aan kennis over de aansluiting tussen 
ouder-kindprogramma’s, gezinnen en scholen. De resultaten duiden op de relevantie 
van een breder perspectief op het geletterde thuisklimaat. Dat bredere perspectief 
impliceert allereerst dat een conceptualisering van het geletterde thuisklimaat naast 
schriftelijke activiteiten, zoals voorlezen, ook mondelinge activiteiten, zoals liedjes 
zingen, bevat. Daarnaast blijkt een onderscheid naar didactische benadering met 
faciliterende en instructieve activiteiten informatief. De toevoeging van didactische 
benadering aan een conceptualisering van het geletterde gezinsklimaat zorgt ervoor 
dat de relaties tussen verschillende componenten van het geletterd gezinsklimaat 
en kinduitkomsten met meer nuance bepaald kunnen worden: zo is de samenhang 
tussen betekenisgerelateerde faciliterende activiteiten en de woordenschat en 
vertelvaardigheid van kinderen positief en de samenhang tussen betekenisgerelateerde 
instructieve activiteiten en de woordenschat en vertelvaardigheid van kinderen negatief. 
De toevoeging van didactische benadering zorgt er daarnaast voor dat verschillen in 
voorkeuren tussen bepaalde groepen ouders beter in kaart gebracht kunnen worden: 
thuistaal lijkt samen te hangen met de ouderlijke voorkeur voor een didactische 
benadering. Ouders die thuis geen Nederlands spreken met hun kinderen lijken meer 
waarde te hechten aan instructieve activiteiten dan ouders die thuis wel Nederlands 
de inzet van innovatieve kwalitatieve en kwantitatieve instrumenten kon de variëteit 
in geletterde praktijken en opvattingen in diverse gezinnen in de Nederlandse 
grootstedelijke context worden blootgelegd, resulterend in een genuanceerder beeld 
van het geletterde gezinsklimaat. Een dergelijk beeld is belangrijk om de aansluiting 
tussen programma’s en de deelnemende gezinnen te kunnen verbeteren. 
De resultaten van dit proefschrift leveren geen bewijs voor de veronderstelling 
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van kinderen beïnvloeden. Mogelijk speelden in de context van dit onderzoek 
programmakenmerken (de mogelijk beperkte aansluiting bij niet-Nederlandstalige 
en laaggeletterde ouders) en schoolfactoren (de overheersing van een traditioneel 
perspectief op ouderbetrokkenheid) een grotere rol in de aansluiting tussen het 
programma en de gezins- en schoolcontext van kinderen dan de opvattingen van 
ouders. Tegelijkertijd laten de resultaten zien dat onderwijsmedewerkers zeer 
gedreven zijn in het opbouwen van educatief partnerschap met ouders. Professionele 
leergemeenschappen met ouders en teamleden kunnen een zinvolle eerste stap zijn 
in het creëren van een gelijkwaardige relatie tussen ouders en school, als de gevolgde 
ouderbetrokkenheid, er beschikking is over voldoende tijd, en de continue deelname 
van ouders verzekerd is. De resultaten onderstrepen het scala aan mogelijkheden 
waarop ouders kunnen bijdragen aan de ontluikende geletterdheid van hun kinderen. 
Tegelijkertijd kan de invloed van het gezin op de geletterde ontwikkeling van kinderen 
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Een proefschrift schrijft zich niet vanzelf, zoveel is zeker. Op deze plek wil ik graag mijn 
dank uitspreken aan iedereen die mij geholpen heeft hierbij.
Een eerste woord van dank gaat naar alle leerlingen, ouders, leerkrachten en alle andere 
onderwijsmedewerkers die mee hebben gedaan aan dit onderzoek. Doordat jullie je 
huizen, je klaslokalen en scholen voor mij wilden openstellen, kon ik dit werk doen. 
Heel veel dank daarvoor!
Mijn begeleidersteam Roel, Marieke en Sabine wil ik graag bedanken. Ik had mij geen 
betere (co)promotoren kunnen wensen. Niet alleen kon ik met inhoudelijke vragen 
bij jullie altijd rekenen op boeiende discussies, ook voelde ik mij gesteund door jullie 
betrokkenheid bij belangrijke momenten in mijn persoonlijke leven. Sabine, jij hield altijd 
goed de grote lijnen in de gaten. Ik heb veel kunnen leren van je relativeringsvermogen 
en ik ben je dankbaar voor je vertrouwen in mij. Marieke, als jij mijn stukken gelezen 
had, stond de kantlijn vol van vragen. Steeds constructief en in de gesprekken altijd 
met veel inlevingsvermogen. Nooit schreef je me voor hoe ik iets moest aanpakken, 
maar liet je me, met behulp van al die vragen, zelf het pad bepalen: dankjewel daarvoor. 
mee te denken. Je wist steeds tijd vrij te maken voor mij en het onderzoek en nam mijn 
ideeën altijd serieus. Ik heb genoten van onze gesprekken over onderwerpen die ons 
allebei enthousiast maken, zoals taal en lezen, maar ook het werken in de wetenschap. 
Ik heb heel veel geleerd van je enorme kennis, je oprechtheid en je zorgvuldigheid, 
zowel in de wijze van onderzoek doen, als in de omgang met collega’s, studenten, en 
onderwijsmedewerkers. Al met al ben je in jouw manier van werken echt een voorbeeld 
voor me. Heel veel dank voor alles.
Met al mijn vragen over statistiek en kwantitatieve methodologie kon ik terecht bij 
Joran. Dankzij jou knipper ik nu niet meer met mijn ogen bij het horen van termen 
als multilevel analyse en random slopes. Bedankt! Veel dank aan de leden van de 
resonans- en ontwikkelgroep voor het delen van hun kennis en ervaringen tijdens 
onze bijeenkomsten. Dat gaf veel inzicht en inspiratie. Ingrid, dankjewel voor jouw 
betrokkenheid bij het opzetten van de professionele leergemeenschappen op een 
bijeenkomsten heb ik als heel waardevol ervaren. Hilde en Jolyn, veel dank aan jullie 
voor het delen van jullie kennis over VVE Thuis en de bereidheid met het programma 
mee te doen aan het onderzoek. Rosa, Sanneke, en Martine, onze onderzoeken hadden 
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zoveel raakvlakken. Doordat jullie wat eerder begonnen waren dan ik, konden jullie me 
bij het opzetten van de dataverzameling en het uitwerken van het onderzoek steeds 
van goed advies voorzien. Ik heb veel gehad aan onze uitwisselingen en gedeelde 
ervaringen, zowel met het onderzoek als het promotietraject.
Alle studentassistenten en stagiairs die mij geholpen hebben met de dataverzameling- 
en verwerking, ik noem ze hier: Sharité, Imane, Esther, Irene, Louise, Lisa S, Simone, 
Lilian, Asther, Maaike, Eva, Mina, Babette, Lisa M, Geneviève, Veerle, Romina, Conja, 
Canan, en Yasemine. Bedankt voor al jullie hulp en inzichten! Mijn collega’s op EUR, mijn 
Rob, Aike, Sabrina, Ildeniz, Willemijn, Lara en de anderen. Dank voor de gezelligheid 
Wel, voor de gastvrijheid op jullie kantoor aan de diaconie in Amsterdam. Dank aan 
het Kohnstamm Instituut, waar ik gelegenheid kreeg om op mijn nieuwe werkplek - het 
(thuis)kantoor- de laatste puntjes op de i te zetten.
Tenslotte wil ik mijn familie en vrienden bedanken die mij ook tijdens het schrijven van 
dit proefschrift tot steun zijn geweest. Allereerst mijn paranimfen Joost en Anna. Mijn 
broer Joost, dank voor het beantwoorden van al mijn vragen over Engelse formuleringen 
het een eer om naast jou te staan tijdens jouw promotie en ben heel blij dat jij naast mij 
staat tijdens mijn verdediging. Lieve Anna, wat had ik zonder jou gemoeten tijdens dit 
hele promotietraject? Dank voor het vele samenwerken, in de salon, bij jou thuis, in de 
Company en onze werkwandelingen kon ik de promotiedipjes de baas.
ongeluk, in alle maanden van het jaar. Natasja, met zo’n 15.000 km tussen ons, ben je 
altijd dichtbij en bereikbaar, voor peptalks en inzicht(ing)en – onmisbaar! Elske, als mijn 
grote zus ben je er altijd voor me, proefschriftgerelateerd of niet, en ik hoef je daar niet 
eens voor te bedanken. Matthijs, Elma, en mijn schoonfamilie, dank voor steeds jullie 
geïnteresseerde vragen in het onderzoek als we elkaar zien. Lieve papa en mama, de 
betere stukken van dit proefschrift zijn in de Kemphaan geschreven, met dank aan jullie. 
Maar veel waardevoller: jullie gaven mij, naast dat ‘gunstige geletterde gezinsklimaat’ 
waar dit hele proefschrift over gaat, een start vol warmte en vertrouwen, waar ik nog 
altijd de vruchten van pluk.
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Tenslotte, mijn eigen regenbooggezin: Timo, dank voor je onverstoorbare optimisme en 
zonnigheid, ook als ik mijn proefschriftperikelen met je deelde. Lieve Cornely, dank voor 
alles, altijd en telkens weer (‘de hele tijd als nu’). Jakob Tonke en Mirza, lieve snoetjes 
van me. Laten we eerlijk zijn: echt versneld hebben jullie het hele promotietraject niet, 
en zo hoort het ook. Dank voor het geven van de allerbeste reden om het proefschrift 
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